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Heritages
The heritages listed here are all subtypes of the

same hominid species. While there are significant
morphological and, in some cases behavioral differences, any member of any heritage can produce offspring with any other. In contrast to many
fantasy settings, these “races” should be thought
of more as an extreme version of ethnicities,
rather than as different species.

Dwarvish
Dwarvish folk are native to the caves nestled in
the cold northern reaches of the Upper Continent.
Dwarvish people are typically short and stout
– standing between 4 and 5 feet. Their hair is
straight and coarse, varying wildly from red to
blonde to brown and black. Their eyes are brown,
burgundy or violet. Albinism is more common
among people of Dwarvish descent than other
heritages, and they have a high rate of darkvision. Dwarvish people tend to be strong and resilient, and typically have very long lifespans, often
as long as 150 years. Dwarvish folk are often
noted for their aggressiveness, similarly to those
of orcish descent.
Common talent: “Stout”
Rare Talent: “Darkvision”

Elvish
Elvish folk are native to the islands in the south of
Torata.
Most elvish people are tall, standing around 6
feet, and are rather lithe and androgynous. Elvish women tend to be slightly taller than males,

on average.Elvish skin is a dark ochre color and
elvish ears are relatively long and pointed at the
end. Elvish folk are the least hariy of all Torata’s
inhabitants, and men typically have trouble growing facial hair. Where it does grow in, elvish hair
is straight and black. Elvish heritage is often
marked by intense blue, green, amber, or orange
eyes. The webbing between the fingers of an elvish person is more pronounced, and is commonly
the same color as their eyes. Some are born with
venom glands and bear colored markings along
their spine and head (also the same color their
eyes). Most people of elvish descent are lactoseintolerant. Elvish people are known for their long
life, though not quite so long as dwarvish people,
averageing 110-130 years. The slim, wiry builds
of most elvish people give them a natural advantage in the water.
Common Talent: “Natural Swimmer”
Rare Talents: “Venom” OR “Saltskin” cannot
have both. Elvish folk with venom tend to have
lighter skin, while those with saltskin tend to have
darker skin.

Gnomish
Gnomish peoples are native to the western Foothills of the Mountains of the Sun.
The smallest of the five heritages, gnomish folk
stand at around 4 feet. Their skin varies from
pale in the north to deep tan in the south. Gnomish hair ranges from auburn to brown and black,
and is usually straight or wavy. Their eyes can
be violet, blue, green, or brown and are often
mismatched. Gnomish heritage, like dwarvish, is
marked by scattered pockets of darkvision. People whose darkvision comes from gnomish heritage invariably have mismatched eyes. Gnomish
folk are known for their short life expectancy, typically around 50 to 60 years, and many gnomish

people are naturally cautious, skeptical, or timid.
Common Talent: “Small”
Rare Talent: “Darkvision”

Humanish
Humanish people are native to the mountains in
the east of Torata.
Humanish folk generally stand between 4 and 6
feet tall, women typically being shorter than men.
Humanish skin is tan, and their hair is black and
wiry. People of humanish descent usually have
green or brown eyes.Rarely, humanish folk may
grow prehensile tails. Humanish folk tend to live
50-70 years on average. Their solid, medium
builds and strong fingers are well suited for climbing.
Common Talent: “Natural Climber”
RareTalent: “Prehensile Tail”

Orcish
Orcs are native to the sun-baked southern coast
of Torata.
Orcish folk are among the tallest in Torata, typically standing 6 to 7 feet tall. Orcish men are generally taller than the women. Their skin is a dark
olive color and their canine teeth are more pronounced than other races. Their hair is coal-black
and wiry and their ears end in stubby points.
Orcish eyes are dark brown or green, and many
orcish folk posess the saltskin ability. Orcish men
and women are known throughout Torata as being naturally strong, and have a tendency to be
somewhat aggressive. Orcish lifespans tend to
be in the 70-90 year range.

Common Talent: “Big”
Rare Talent: “Saltskin”

Mixed Heritage: A player wishing to make a
character with mixed heritage is free to do so,
but should keep in mind several things. First,
people of dwarvish heritage typically have more
difficulty convcieving children with people of other
heritages, so mixed dwarvish heritages are less
common than other combinations. Second, racism is alive and present in most Toratan societies.
Because of this, mixed couples and children of
mixed heritages are often ostracized, especially
in rural areas, or those dominated by racist or
religious groups. Players wishing to make mixed
characters may choose the common talent of one
parent and the common or the rare talent of the
other. This doesn’t mean a character can have
only two heritages, but for the sake of game balance, only the two that stand out most strongly
actually grant talents.

Heritage Talents
Common (free):
Big: Characters with orcish heritage have access
to this talent, though if this talent is taken, the
“Small” talent is off limits. Big characters tend to
eat more, and are generally stronger than smaller
characters. Characters with this talent may roll
Athletics checks that involve raw strength twice
and take the better result (lifting, pulling, prying
etc.). This does not include the use of Athletics
do defend in combat. Big characters start with an
extra 3 points of HP.
Natural Climber: Characters with humanish
hertiage tend to be better at climbing, and may
roll twice and take the better result of any Athletics check made to climb if they posess this talent.
In addition, they recieve the benefits of the “Acrobat” talent for free.
Natural Swimmer: Those of elvish heritage are
naturally suited to swimming, allowing them to roll
twice for all Athletics checks made to swim if they
posess this talent. In addition, they recieve the
benefit of the “Swimmer” talent for free, and can
hold their breath twice as long as non-elvish folk.
Small: Those of gnomish heritage have long had
to rely on their natural propensity for stealth to
carry them through conflicts. Characters with this
talent may roll twice for all stealth checks and
take the better result. However, small characters
are usually frail, and start with 3 less HP than
normal characters. A character witht his talent
may not take the “Big” talent.
Stout: Dwarvish heritage imparts a certain stouness that grants owners of this talent a certain
grit. Characters with this talent may roll twice
for all Resolve checks (including resistance to
magic) and take the better result. However, this
sturdiness costs a character in mobility, and they
can never take the “Acrobat” talent.

Rare (3XP):
Darkvision: Characters with this talent can see
normally in conditions of very low light (moonlight,
starlight, luminescent fungus, candle-light etc.). If
conditions are literally pitch-black (as in an enclosed basement with no internal light sources)
then they are unable to see.
Prehensile Tail: This talent gives the character a tail that they can manipulate objects with.
While not strong enough to hold a character’s full
weight or be of any use in combat, it can be used
to hold an object (arrows, lanterns, bottles, stolen
goods held while running etc.) or to manipulate
their environment (pull a lever, open a door etc.).
Saltskin: Characters with this talent can drink
salt water to remain hydrated as a normal character would drink fresh water. The excess salt is
exuded onto their skin, coating it in a flaky white
crust. Casters who are actively making use this
ability find is hard to cast, and must expend twice
the normal amount of energy to overcome the
natural magical dampening of salt.
Venom: This talent gives the character the ability to secrete paralytic venom from glands in their
mouth. When eaten, the venom causes extreme
lethargy and often sleep. This effect cannot be
saved against, and last for 1 to 2 hours. When
delivered via a wound, the venom causes immediate paralysis for 1 minute. Characters affected
by the paralysis make a Resolve check each
round to try and shake off the effect. The first
round is DC17, the second round DC15 and so
on until the 6th round when the DC reaches DC7.
The DC then stays at DC7 until one minute has
passed, at which point the paralysis ends, regardless of whether a save has been made. The
venom can be stored for up to a month in opaque
containers (like ceramic or smoked glass), but
breaks down within minutes when exposed to
sunlight.

Geography
A brief overview of the major regions of Torata:
Northwest Coast: a cool temperate region with stony
shores and taiga.
Mountains of the Sun: The mountain range in the
west of Torata. Sometimes referred to as the Sunrise
or Sunset Mountains depending on the culture. The
southern foothills contain a massive, sparsely populated forest.
Southwestern Desert: The region south of the Mountains of the Sun and west of the Southern Coast is a
hot, sandy desert surrounded by sun-baked scrublands.
South Coast: a rocky landscape with a warm temperate climate by the sea.
Central Plains: the grassy prairie that stretch from the
Mountains of the Sun to the Painted Hills.
Painted Hills: The mountain range in the East of
Torata. The foothills in the southeast end in boggy
swampland.
North Coast: The southern bank of Widowmaker
Straight. Cold temperate climate.
Southern Islands: the tropical chain of barrier islands
that enclose the Bay of Eels.
Bay of Eels: the large saltwater bay in the south of
Torata filled with small sea serpents.
Upper Continent: The large island to the north of
Torata. Cold taiga and rocky mountain terrain. Shores
are almost all jagged rocky cliffs.
Mountains of Mudil: the mountain range in the center
of the Upper Continent.
East Sea: The vast expanse of salt water to the east of
Torata

North Sea: The frigid saltwater body to Torata’s northwest.
South Sea: The warm saltwater body to Torata’s southwest.
Widowmaker Straight: The narrow, rocky channel of
water that splits the upper and lower continents.
Southeastern Desert: The barren, sandy region in the
southeast of Torata, with small patches of jungle by the
coast.
Eastern Swamps: The marshy, swampy lowlands in the
east of Torata, home to the various Bogwalker tribes.

General Overview
While the information in this section is covered in
various other parts of the book, it is repeated here to
provide a general overview of the current state of affairs on the Continent of Torata.
Communication: Most communication in Torata is
limited to word of mouth among the average person.
Several larger governments (Cloverholt, Whitecliff,
Stoneroot, Blackbeach, and Summerland) have national postal systems, while other lands rely on foot
or horse couriers to deliver important information,
letters, or small packages. Some magical organizations like the Walkers in the Green or the Sisters of
the Mind’s Eye have the ability to send dreams to their
members, but this is difficult and restricted to only
the most important scenarios. Large cities often have
a newspaper or three thanks to the invention of the
printing press some eighty years ago. There are rumors
that the Magewright’s guild has been working on some
sort of long-distance communications using magical
impulses sent over copper wires, but that may just be
academic hoohah.
Education: education varies wildly across different
regions. In large cities, universities that teach different
trades have been erected, many of which draw in students from across the continent. Smaller towns usually
have a schoolhouse for young children, but public education (which may be funded by taxes), generally ends
around the age of adulthood in a given community.
Literacy is high in regions near large cities, but drops
sharply in rural areas or areas ruled by some religious
groups.
Exploration: While almost all of Torata has been
explored and mapped to different degrees of accuracy
(save for Kololand, the wilderness in the east, and the
Painted Hills that were once inhabited by the current
Pathcutter’s sister tribe), all attempts to explore by sea
have been met with insurmountable resistance. This
is largely due to the fact that Torata’s deep oceans play
host to a menagerie of gigantic megafauna. Sea serpents, giant squid, schooling sharks, and Great Orange
Whales make traveling more than a few miles out very

difficult.
Food: Food is plentiful across most of Torata thanks to
magical intervention, though famines do occur sometimes in less fertile regions like the southwest, the Land
of the Chosen, Kololand, and the frozen north. This
usually has to do with the disruption of normal trade
routes by crime, natural disasters, or war.
Language: Torata has only five distinct languages,
though there are numerous sub dialects, some of which
are practically their own tongues (as is the case with
the version of Bhasa spoken by the inhabitants of the
Land of the Chosen). Three of these languages share
the same root language, and use the same alphabet
(these are Lisan, Glosso, and Yazik). Teanga, the language of the Dwarven north, uses its own set of runes,
and is a symbolic language. Bhasa, from the southern
isles is a phonetic language, but uses a different alphabet from Lisan, Gloss, and Yazik. GMs wishing to add
a layer of realism and complexity to their games are
encouraged to use language barriers. For less serious
games, it is reccomended that Teanga be taken by all
characters (since it functions as a trade language, and
allows characters to interact with most other NPCs).
Magic: Magic is commonplace in Torata, and most
people know someone who can cast a spell or two. professional mages are treated similarly to doctors, in that
they have a specialized body of knowledge that they
had to spend years learning. Magic is treated with care,
as historical wars involving mages are known for their
brutality. The Walkers in the Green, an ancient druidic
organization, have been policing the use of magic for
centuries, though most countries have their own laws
as well, and the Walkers are not welcome in certain
areas.
Manufacture: While most goods in Torata are still
made by hand, industrialization is expanding at a
rapid pace, as evidenced by the rise of printing presses,
textile mills, steam-powered engines (for drilling, construction and rail transportation) and water-powered
conveyor belts (often used in mining).

Marriage: Marriage varies greatly between regions.
The most repressive is practiced by the Pathcutter tribe, where women are essentially the property
of their father until they marry, at which point they
become the property of their husband. Dowries are
paid to the husband, in essence for “taking the burden
of a woman” from the father. Here married women
wear metal bracelets as signs of their servitute to their
families, and especially to their husbands. In the north,
however, many people are surprised to find that the
dwarvish, traditionally a very isolationist and conservative group, have incredibly relaxed marriage standards. Same-sex marraige, as well as polygamy are seen
as perfectly commonplace, a leftover from their cavedwelling days when under- and overpopulation were
daily struggles.
Medicine: While magical healing certainly exists, it by
no means dominates the medical field. Mages without
medical training can make a botched job of healing
broken bones, trating disease, or detoxifying a body.
In addition, magic healing is painful, and leaves the
patient with extreme hunger and thirst. Thus, nonmagical healing and medicine are the most frequently
used practices. Magical healing is usually relegated to
the battlefield or large construction sites, where severe
physical injuries are common.
Politics: Though most of Torata has come under the
umbrella of large, centralized nations, many areas are
still run by small tribes, independant villages, dictatorships, magocracies (governments rules by casters), or
collectives. Often, the official borders of a nation are
larger than what the government is actually able to
exert control over.
Transport: Though magically powered coaches and
wagons do exist, they are slow and extremely expensive. Most transport over land is accomplished by
horse, oxcart, or simple foot travel. As of current day,
rail travel is just beginning to grow into a continental
industry. In most regions, sea travel is a much quicker
way to transport goods, albeit a more dangerous option thanks to the numerous sea beasts that lurk in the

deep water off the coasts. The setting of Torata is set to
begin when the Birnleavy Ironworks company launches its new line of flying balooncraft, the first mode of
air travel ever to be successfully employed in Torata.
War: Violence in Torata is a bit of a historical bell
curve. In the early days of the continent, when tiny
tribes or scattered regional governments were the
norm, small-scale fighting was a regular occurence. As
power became centralized, larger and larger wars were
fought by organized armies, culminating in the Great
War some sixty years prior to the current day. Since
that bloody conflict, most Toratans have been loathe to
engage in all out national war. Rather, small conflicts
fought for specific resources (mineral wealth, control
of a trade route etc.) or proxy wars fought through
smaller, less powerful regions have once again become
the norm. Gunpowder is unarguably the standard
for Toratan warfare, though its unreliability in rainy
weather and slow loading times mean that crossbows
and melee weapons are still prevalent. Magic is used
in war, though its use is restricted. Certain spells like
Heat/Cool are considered immoral to use in combat,
and are usually punishable by imprisonment or death,
depending on the nation. Warmages usually stick to
causing fear with Enchantment, hiding outposts or
troop movements with Illusion, or pushing away rainstorms to keep their soldiers’ powder dry.
Business: Over the last hundred years, larger and
larger monopolies have been developing in different
industries. The timber, wine, gunsmithing, and mining
industries all have varying degrees of competition, but
are dominated by monopolies. Some industries, like
newspapers, textiles, and shipbuilding, have yet to fall
victim to this effect, but are on their way.

Nations
Blackbeach
The northwestern coast is home to Blackbeach - a cold,
wet nation plagued by organized crime and civil strife.
Though some see the region as gloomy, many of its
inhabitants prefer to think of their home as having a
solemn beauty.
Founded: Originally 214 A.W., current Nozevi rule
636 A.W.
Government: Puppet democracy controlled by Nozevi
criminal syndicate.
Capitol City: Lanternton
Racial Breakdown: As of last census: 57% gnomish,
20% humanish, 14% dwarvish, 6% elvish, 3% orcish.
National Languages: Lisan, though Yazik is common
in the east, and Teanga is often used as a trade language.
Major Exports: cheese, dried fish, sausage, cabbage,
potatoes, garlic, onions, vinegar, grapes, wine, glass,
pine, trained dogs, whale oil, hard alcohol, textiles,
redwood lumber
Major Imports: medicine, spices, opium, precious
metals, education
Food: Heavy on dairy, smoked meat, and seafood,
Blackbeach cuisine is notoriously filling. A number of
famous cheese come from this region, as do several
well-known wines. Pickled herring is a popular snack
food, and hard alcohol is so commonly consumed in
this region that some scholars believe it was first developed here. Indeed some of the oldest brandy makers
have their home near Vineland.
Clothing: Oilskin is necessarily common here, especially in the north where layers of wool and leather
make up most outfits. Heavy coats, thick oilskin boots,
and large brimmed hats are the most common outer-

wear. Indoors, or in the less soggy regions, wool sweaters, vests, and jackets are popular choices. Peaked caps
and thick gold hoop earrings are frequently worn by
both men and women. Women wear dresses or pants,
typically depending on their occupation. Colors are
often warm, muted earthtones broken up by small bits
of bright color. A red neckerchief, an orange headscarf,
or a yellow sash add a splash of color to the otherwise
bleak region. Purple is a color usually reserved for
members of the Nozevi.
Arhitecture: Many buildings here are sized for
gnomes, though some of the larger inns and alehouses
have two sets of doors, rooms, and tables for differently
sized guests. Arches are a very popular design element
here, as are domed cielings. In the countryside, subtle
architecture that hides the lines of a building among
its natural surroundings are the norm. This harkens
back to the early days when the area was plagued by
petty warlords and constant fighting. Having a hidden homestead was one way to weather an otherwise
bloody war. Many rustic buildings have sod rooves,
and in larger towns stone, brick, yellow pine, and iron
are the preferred construction materials. Colored glass
windows and lanterns are very popular, especially during high holidays.
Major Religions: The subdued Tanrism of the Nozevi
has bled into local culture, and if there are any followers of other religions in the region, they’re not very vocal. This religious solidarity has actually helped Blackbeach cement ties with the neighboring Pathcutter
peoples. The specific brand of Nozevi Tanrism focuses
on worshipping Him as a deity of light, guiding the
gnomish peoples (and the lesser races) to glory. This
has led to a focus on science and engineering, to bring
glory to the gnomish peoples in His name.
Music: Fiddle, clarinet, and squeezbox are the backbone of any Blackbeach musical ensemble. Tin whistle
has migrated from Stoneroot with dwarven settlers in
recent years, and humming is popular for those who
can’t sing well.

Holidays: Tanrist feast holidays are the most common
festivals. Four times a year (at the solstices and equinoxes) a lantern festival is held to mark the changing of
the seasons. Adults put out colored lanterns and cook
large meals, while children go from house to house,
eating with other families and spreading recent news.
Relations with other Nations: Blackbeach has close
ties to Sagemoor through the Nozevi. Blackbeach also
enjoys a comfrotable relationship with the Pathcutter
Tribe that inhabit the Mountains of the Sun (referred
to in Blackbeach as the Sunrise Mountains). This is
thanks to the shared prevalence of Tanrism in both
cultures. Stoneroot has historically been at odds with
Blackbeach, especially over control of northern waterways and import/export taxes. Blackbeach imports
grain heavily from Cloverholt, but rarely interacts with
the more southern nations of Whitecliff, Summerland, Sugar Coast, or the Land of the Chosen (except
through the Nozevi and the massive exports of wine by
the Purplefoot company).
Important History: Blackbeach was historically a land
of scattered tribes, squabbling for dominance. A warlord named Assedi Bramblebrow managed to conquer
enough neighboring groups to form a cohesive nation in 214 A.W., naming it Blackbeach for the onyxcolored sand of the northwest coast where he won his
victory. His hold, however, proved fragile, and with
his death in 229 A.W. the nation fell in upon itself. His
son, Unri Brambleson, couldn’t keep the peace between his fractured consituency. In the end, the nation
fell into a state of civil war that caused a permanent
division in the region’s populace. When the Dwarven
Empire arrived, they used this to divide and conquer
the region around 530 A.W. For a hundred years,
Blackbeach was the Empire’s base of operations on the
west coast until, in the year 636 A.W. a charismatic,
ruthless young gnome named Hamiz Redblade organized a large force of gnomish criminals - smugglers,
murderers, thieves, and counterfeitters - and formed
the Nozevi. Within a year, the Nozevi had retaken
Lanternton and Smallcross. The popular support of the
group, who murdered slaveholders in their beds, was

enough to spark a full scale rebellion that ignited the
fires of war across Torata, culminating in the 9-yearlong Great War. It was because of this that the Nozevi
maintained such a strong role in the region, despite
their criminal activity.

Nations (cont.)
Cloverholt
The breadbasket of Torata and the most cosmopolitan
nation, Cloverholt lies in the central heartland between
the Mountains of the Sun and the Painted Hills. This
land has changed hands many times, and was the heart
of the Dwarvish Empire during the Occupation. The
lands of Cloverholt serve as a trade hub for the entire
rest of Torata, and the capitol city, Lakeside, is the largest on the continent.
Founded: 645 A.W.
Government: Merchant oligarchy masquerading as
democracy
Capitol City: Lakeside
Racial Breakdown: As of the last census: 29% humanish, 28% dwarvish, 19% orcish, 14% gnomish, 10%
elvish.
National Languages: Teanga and Yazik.
Major Exports: Wheat, Beans, Oats, Rye, Barley, Meat,
Goats, Sheep, Cattle, Corn, Horses, Honey, Pine Pitch,
Onions, Musical Instruments, Pine Lumber, Oak Lumber, Cedar Lumber, bloodwood.
Major Imports: Spices, opium, glass, stone, salt, wine,
potatoes, fruit, muskflower, tobacco, slaves (illegal)
Food: Cloverholtian cuisine is as ecclectic as it is delicious. Many times ethnic restaurants serving exotic
food will do very well in otherwise humdrum little
farming villages. In the larger towns, and especially in
the capitol city of Lakeside, one has only to walk down
a market street to see every kind of food imaginable,
though often exotic goods like saltwater fish, spices, or
sugar cost more than they would in other areas. Traditional food from the area, however is generally hearty
country fare. Meals include lamb spiced with rosemary
and garlic, fennel-oregano sausage, or beef meatballs in
yogurt sauce. While there is a small brewing industry

in Cloverholt, most of the wine and ale is imported
from other regions. Much of the nation’s wealth comes
from the tariffs levied against those transporting goods
to and from Stoneroot by land, or west through Sun’s
Pass.
Clothing: Men in Cloverholt tend to favor woolen
pants, usually worn with cotton, linen, or (among the
rich) silken undergarments. Cotton or linen are typically used for summer shirts, which often have elaborate buttons, while wool overcoats are popular during
the winter. Women here sometimes wear pants as well,
but more frequently wear dresses patterned in geometric shapes or abstract agricultural motifs. Jewelry is
seldom seen, save for wedding bracelets made of steel
that some (usually Tanrist) women wear. Colors are
often subdued. Black, white, and grey are popular, as
are tan, olive, salmon, and navy.
Arhitecture: Most of the buildings in Cloverholt are
made of wood and stone. The poor use local pine
timber, while the rich use oak, or even cedar. Beaded
curtains have caught on in popularity in recent years,
brought in by travelling Glasseater caravans, as have
accent gardens - small planters of vividly bright flowers
to contrast against an otherwise dull-colored house.
Major Religions: Mitkya is worshipped prominently
here, though Tanrism has been steadily creeping east
in recent decades. There is also some practice of Arallu
in the south, and a bit of Mudil worship in the north.
Music: Music is central to life in Cloverholt, and the
capitol city of Lakeside boasts the second-largest music
hall on the continent, right behind the . The ecclectic
blend of different cultures that make up this patchwork nation each brought their own instruments. As
a result, Cloverholtian music is filled with a wonderful cacophany of horns, drums, strings, pipes, chimes,
vocals, and more. In fact, music is so central to Cloverholtian culture, that a pub here without a musician or
three is unlikely to last more than a year.
Holidays: There are as many holidays celebrated here

as there are citizens, but the most popular one by far is
Freedom Day. Cloverholt saw the brunt of the fighting
during the Great War, and as such, was most relieved
when the aggression finally came to an end. Many of
the humans that live here now are descended from
former slaves, and many families keep a few links or a
cuff from their forebearers’ chains in a decorative box,
which they display in solemn remembrance during this
high holiday. In addition, many people here, religious
or not, gather to celebrate the various feast holidays of
Mitkya, goddess of the harvest. After all, who’s going to
say no to a good party?
Relations with other Nations: Cloverholt has been
described by the Orcish scholar Stephano Threescrolls
as being “decidedly the most neutral nation in existence.” In general, they try to remain on good terms
with all their neighbors, though this often causes issues
when two other nations are engaged in a dispute. This
national ambivalence is likely a defense mechanism
brought on by the lack of natural defenses and central
location of the country.
Important History: Cloverholt is sometimes said to be
the cradle of civilization (though many scholars believe
that Stoneroot or Sagemoor are both more likely candidates). Its fertile soils have long served as the breadbasket of the continent, and as such, have been hotly
contested. As the saying goes, “Cloverholt’s fields are
so green because its soil is so red.” For millennia various groups fought for the rich earth, from the ancient
Pathcutter wars, to conquerors from Whitecliff, and
most recently the former Dwarvish Empire.

Nations (cont.)
Kololand
Kololand was once a barren wasteland filled with
small bands of semi-nomadic warrior tribes, endlessly
vying for control. Ten years ago the current Warlord
Supreme Kolo murdered his half brother in a battle
for succession of his father’s tribe. Within a year he
had conquered three neighboring tribes. Within five
years he had unified the region with an iron grip. The
harsh scrubland is beginning to flourish under his rule,
though many people chafe at his harsh sense of justice.
Founded: 672 A.F.
Government: Military Dictatorship
Capitol City: Kolotown
Racial Breakdown: According to the lest Royal Medical Corps estimate: 58% orcish, 22% elvish, 11% humanish, 5% dwarvish, 4% gnomish
National Languages: Glosso
Major Exports: coffee, quinine, bananas, pelts, gems,
gold, dogs, black pepper, ivory, coriander, cardamom
Major Imports: medicine, grain, water, wine, guns,
rugs
Food: Kololand food is bright and full of flavor.
Though most meals are made from yams or manioc,
they’re seasoned with the intense spices native to
the region, and often paired with goat or mutton on
holidays. Curries are beginning to grow in popularity
as trade with Summerland and Sugar Coast increases,
and goat’s milk is often mixed with herbs or fruit and
drunk warm for a tasty snack. The poorer inhabitants
(of which there are many) often drink goat or sheep’s
blood to supplement their meager protein intakes.
Clothing: Kololand is hot, so most of the clothing here
is lightweight and light in color. White cotton is the
fabric of choice when available, though linen is often

what poorer families wear. Headwraps are common,
as are large, ostentatious necklaces on men. The larger
and more ornamented a man’s necklace is, the higher
his prestige. Most people go barefoot, but sandals are
beginning to catch on thanks to increased trade with
Whitecliff.
Arhitecture: Most of the buildings in Kololand are
simple hovels of mudbrick and plaster. In regions
closer to the coastal jungle, houses may be made of
wood or bamboo, and are often built on stilts to prevent flooding during the rainy season. Low walls and
arches are common styles, and doors are often replaced
by fabric or beaded curtains. Rugs are very popular
here, and are imported as well as made from the local
plant life. Most kolo houses are offwhite, with brightly
colored red, amber, or blue rugs, tapestries, or garlands
for decoration.
Major Religions: A regional variant of the Golden
Song is practiced most commonly here - one that features Kolo as a divine messenger sent from the spirits
to unite the peoples of Torata under one banner.
Music: Kololand music makes heavy use of drum and
flute, and is by turns, haunting, ferocious, and serene.
Many musicians from Whitecliff have been drawing
inspiration from Kololand tunes in recent years.
Holidays: Kolo Day, the celebration marking the unification fo the tribes, is the most lavishly celebrated holiday here, though Freedom Day is a close second. Many
local or regional festivals honoring the local spirits or
marking the harvest are held as well.
Relations With other Nations: Kololand is just now
beginning to enjoy an increase in trust from the
older, more stable governments in Torata. Whitecliff
maintains a strict monopoly on coffee export from
Kololand, which has brought the two nations closer
culturally via trade. Kololand also trades heavily with
Cloverholt for grain, and maintains a tenuous relationship with Summerland thanks to the business for the
Royal Medical Corps, who purchase quinine in ex-

change for other medications that are hard to come by
in the heat-scorched badlands of the southeast. Kololand has historically been bitter enemies with the Land
of the Chosen, and the two still skirmish frequently,
though it’s been 50 years since they last fought an
all-out war. Kololand has little relationship with Sagemoor, Blackbeach, or Stoneroot, save for the harbor
towns that dot its eastern coast, serving as shelters for
seagoing traders.
Important History: Kololand is named for its charismatic Warlord Kolo, who unified the warring tribes
of the region by using military tactics he read about
during his education at Whitecliff University. As a
child his chieftain father sent him to the neighboring
country to learn about the military tactics that won
the Dwarven Imperial armies half of Torata. When
he returned, his tribe was in ruin. His father had been
killed by his brother, who usurped his leadership, as
was often done in the region. Slaying his half brother
in single combat, Kolo went on to conquer the neighboring tribes by using what wealth he had to buy guns
and horses for his warriors. His tactical knowledge,
combined with his troops’ superior firepower, allowed
him to sweep over the wastes, conquering and absorbing smaller tribes. Though he rules with the typical
brutality of a military dictator, the fledgling nation is
rapidly marching towards economic and technological
progress thanks to Kolo’s desire to care for his people.
Though many outsiders view him as a murderous
savage, he is actually a well-read scholar at heart, and
has a particular interest in history and archaeology, so
much so that he maintains a regular correspondence
with the Lakeside historical society and the Whitecliff
Library. He does, however, have a very high opinion of
himself.

Nations (cont.)
Land of the Chosen
Hot and humid, most of the Land of the Chosen is
dense jungle on rocky spires jutting up from the sea.
The dynastic rule of the Goldenvoice family, and the
isolationism the nation practices combine to make a
strange land full of unimaginable beauty and nightmarish cruelty.
Founded: 545 A.W.
Government: Dynastic Monarchy (Goldenvoice royal
family)
Capitol City: The Glorious City of the Shining Golden
Towers
Racial Breakdown: Estimate by the Royal Medical Corps is currently: 92% elvish, 3% orcish, 3%
dwarvish, 1% gnomish, 1% humanish
National Languages: Bhasa
Major Exports: cinnamon, sugarcane, cloves, vanilla,
slaves, copper, tea, muskflower, bamboo, dried mangoes
Major Imports: gold, ceramics, exotic animals, olives,
mint wine, dye, cotton
Food: As with everything in the Land of the Chosen,
food shows a remarkable disparity. While those in the
capitol eat lavish meals like fish green curry, roast cormorant in plum sauce, peanut eel noodles, or cilantrolime rice, the peasant farmers that make up most of the
island’s population eat survival meals of boiled yams,
fried okra, or tapioca starch bread. The indigenous
Mudwalker tribe eats even more poorly, gathering
manioc, plantains, and snails where they can.
Clothing: In the capitol, bright, garish clothing in the
norm. Vibrant yellow, crimson, ultramarine, magenta,
and lime are all popular choices. Gold jewelry is worn
in excess as a status symbol, and facial piercings are

seen as normal. In the countryside, linen shifts or
breeches are usually the only clothes worn. Nudity is
common, and even in the capitol, men and women
often go barechested.
Arhitecture: The Glorious City of the Shining Golden
Towers lives up to the name. The three royal towers are
quite literally plated in bricks of solid gold. In fact, the
Goldenvoice family’s penchant for acquiring the precious metal has contributed significantly to their nation’s wealth. The rest of the city is awash in searingly
bright colors, most in the form of mosaic tiles. Streets,
facades, arches, and even some rooves are covered in
mosaic, many of which depict various members of the
royal family in different heroic scenes. Repeated design
elements, such as concentric circles, staircases, rows
of arches, and rosettes of tile are all common motifs,
and public fountains are visible everywhere as a sign
of wealth and power. Those who don’t live in the city
are left to construct their homes primarily from sticks
and vines, making small hovels or huts. Some villages
in the mountains make use of massive natural cave
systems as chelter, while others build treetop villages to
escape the islands many venomous snakes.
Major Religions: The Golden Song is the mandatory
religion of the Land of the Chosen. Any other religious
belief is grounds for immediate execution. There are,
however secret pockets of Arallu in the countryside
that blossomed after a Walker in the Green named
Kointos Barknuckle made an attempt at missionary work in the area. Though he met a grisly end (he
was boiled alive and fed to his followers, who were
then eaten alive by crabs), his legacy lives on through
whispered in back rooms. The indigenous Mudwalkers
practice their own animistic religion, though little is
known about it.
Music: Nasal singing and string music are popular
in the capitol, and most songs center on the glory of
the royal family and the benificence of their rule. In
the countryside, drums or woodflute are more readily
available.

Holidays:Each month the nation is required to have a
feast in honor of the royal family. In the capitol, this
means groups of families get together and try to outdo
one another with lavish, expensive courses. Gifts are
exchanged, often pricey carvings, jewelry or clothes.
In the countryside, these feasts are celebrated with less
bombast, and are seen as a time to get closer to family
and friends (and of course pay due respect to the royal
family).
Relations with other Nations: Few nations have any
contact at all with the Land of the Chosen. Summerland is their main envoy to the outside world (most
Chosen are distrustful of non-elves), though some in
the city do business with smugglers from Whitecliff
or even Stoneroot, especially when it comes to human trafficking. Summerland makes sure to keep close
tabs on the habits and doings of the royal family, as
the cheap labor (some would say slave labor...) used to
produce the valuable spices native to the island enables
them to make an extraordinary profit on the exotic
goods. In addition, the Chosen have long been enemies
with the inhabitants of southeast Torata that is now
known as Kololand.
Important History: For the last hundred and forty
years the Goldenvoice family has ruled the Land of the
Chosen with an iron fist. Strict isolationism has enabled them to keep a tight hold on information, allowing them to inflict vicious propoganda campaigns on
the mandatorily illiterate populace (even those in the
city aren’t allowed to learn to read). This, coupled with
the fact that they didn’t participate in the Great War,
and are therefore not bound by the Toratan Freedom
Treaty, creates an environment ripe for institutional
abuse and egocentric corruption on the part of the
royal family, who have literally convinced their people
they are gods, ascended from mortaldom into the Tapestry of Voices that make up the Golden Song.

Nations (cont.)
Pathcutter Tribe
Inhabiting the Mountains of the Sun, the Pathcutter
Tribe is a largely human group that abide by a set of
common laws. They lack a centralized heirarchy, taking their laws instead from the Tanrist holy book, the
Boksha.
Founded: before recorded history
Government: Independent Autonomous Villages, Unofficial Theocracy
“Capitol” City: Sun’s Pass
Racial Breakdown: According to the estimate by the
Lakeside Eyes: 73% humanish, 15% gnomish, 6% orcish, 5% elvish, 1% dwarvish
“National” Language: Yazik
Major Exports: Potatoes, goats, Tanrist religious iconography, stone carvings
Major Imports: Tools, medicine, loacite
Food: Pathcutter food is often seen as boring by outsiders at first glance. Upon closer scrutiny, Pathcutter
cuisine, while simple, is rich in both flavor and tradition. A dish of baked potatoes and goat cheese with
black pepper is a favorite staple, while roast goat in
honey and peppers is a special treat on holidays. Goat’s
milk is often drunk by children, while mead, ale, and
fermented goat’s milk are usual fare for adult drinkers.
Clothing: Hemp cloth and wool make up the bulk
of the materials used in Pathcutter clothing. Pale
tones like sage, eggshell, and lilac are often paired
with brighter colors like cerulean, butter, and rust in
geometric designs. Felted hats and vests are popular
among the men, while women almost all wear anklelength dresses. Married women wear iron or steel
bracelets as a sign of their subservience to their husbands. Both men and women practice Tanrist modesty,

covering their bodies from knee to neck to elbow, and
wearing head coverings of one sort or another.
Arhitecture: Most Pathcutter houses are traditionally
made of mudbrick or carved directly into the stone of
their mountain home. Decorative colors are much the
same as with clothing (the dyes are made localy from
available insects, minerals, and plants). Buildings are
simple, with thatched roofs and rough-hewn doors.
Most are single-story, though in some settlements,
two-story stone dwellings do exist. The pathcutter
don’t have stores, rather they barter from their homes
or yards. The closest thing a visitor would see to a
public building are the longhalls used for weddings,
funerals, religious services, and village meetings.
Major Religions: Tanrism reigns supreme among the
Pathcutter. They worship Tanri as the embodiment of
the Sun. Any other religious belief is seen as heretical
and stamped out.
Music: Song and drum are the only things allowed
under strict Pathcutter Tanrist practice, though an
outsider might be surprised to hear the versatility of a
Pathcutter bard.
Holidays: Feast holidays in honor of Tanri are common, as are fasts. Climbing races are popular among
young men, but most forms of competition are seen as
prideful, and avoided.
Relations with other Nations: The Pathcutter serve
as the main go-between for Blackbeach and Cloverholt. Though they typically do not allow outsiders
to live in their cities, though they welcome them as
guests, charging high taxes on travellers using their
paths. They typically host travelers in their homes as
they make their way through the dangerous mountain passes. Often these travelers barter for food and
supplies, saving their strength to carry cargo up and
down the mountains. The pathcutter villages in the
eastern foothills of the Mountains of the Sun have long
been known for their quick, efficient courier system.
This harkens back to a time some two hundred years

before when the Pathcutter nation was split into two
tribes The only way for them to stay in communication across the vast plains of Cloverholt was to create
a number of waystations with fresh horses and beds
to allow couriers to fly across the prairie between
the Mountains of the Sun and the Painted Hills. This
courier service has since spread to other nations, leading the ostensibly primitive Pathcutter to be surprisingly well-informed about world affairs. Though they
don’t have many direct dealings with other nations,
they have relatively neutral attitudes towards Summerland and Whitecliff. The Pathcutter get along well
with Sagemoor, but find the rampant atheism of Sugar
Coast to be distasteful. Though some cities in southern Stoneroot like Bridgeton are very progressive, the
Pathcutter tribe still holds a bitter grudge against the
dwarvish people who caused the destruction of their
sister tribe and the enslavement of many of their own
during the occupation.
Important History: The Pathcutter Tribe was once
divided into two sister groups, the Pathcutter East and
the Pathcutter West. Both were similar, though the
Tanrist religious ferver and cultural isolationism of
the Pathcutter West (ancestors of the modern Pathcutter) weren’t nearly as pronounced in the Pathcutter
East, who were much more willing to interact with
their neighbors. Little is known about the Pathcutter East, save that when the Dwarves swept across the
continent, they did not fare well. Their cities mostly
in low northern hills, were the first to fall to the muskets of the Dwarven armies. This would have ended
in simple occupation, had the Dwarves not carried
with them a disease the likes of which had never been
seen on the Lower Continent. Eyeblight, a fierce illness that rots away the victim’s eyes and often times
their brain, began to spread like wildfire. Resistant to
magic, it burned uncontrolled through the pathcutter
east, who were helpless as it obliterated nine tenths of
their population in less than a decade. Some say the
survivors fled to the eastern swamps, ancestors of the
primitive bog tribes living there today. Others say their
shamans, in a desperate bid to push the disease back,
began creating blood loacite in massive quantities to

try and build up a source of magical energy with which
the disease might be brought to its knees. Whatever
the case, none remain now to tell the tale. The modern
Pathcutter often cite their Tanrism as the reason why
the disease didn’t affect them as severely, though most
scholars agree that it was the more isolated village
structure and better hygeine habits of the Western tribe
that saved them.

Nations (cont.)
Republic at Whitecliff
The oldest continual government in Torata and
the one whose founding the calendar is based
on, the Republic spans nearly the entire southern
coast of Torata. Its cosmopolitan (though heavily
orcish) citizens are well known for their love of
art, music, food, and intoxication.
Founded: 1 A.W.
Government: Representative Democracy. Each
district is overseen by a governor, elected every
five years. Each of these governors pick an emissary to send to the capitol at Whitecliff to speak
for them in affairs of state. Because of this, legal
change in Whitecliff is slow.
Capitol City: Whitecliff
Racial Breakdown: The most recent census
puts the population statistics at: 52% orcish,
24% elvish, 12% humanish, 7% gnomish, 5%
dwarvish.
National Languages: Glosso
Major Exports: Olives and olive oil, art, wine,
apples, pears, peaches, plums, cherries, grapes,
melons, tomatoes, figs, citrus fruit, cypress wood,
silk, muskflower, clay, chalk, seafood, salt
Major Imports: loacite, guns, sugar, spices,
opium, tobacco, mint wine, ale, iron, copper, coffee, ginger root
Food: Whitecliff cuisine is an ecclectic blend of
hearty country fare and fresh seafood. By the
shore, raw fish served with vinegar dipping sauce
is wildly popular, as is grilled eel, and all manner
of fish and clam chowders. Raw oysters and fried
octopus or squid are common street food, while
fruit compotes are frequently eaten at breakfast
on hearty oat or barley breads. In the country-

side, meat pies, fruit tarts, and cheese platters
are common, all washed down by a heavy red
wine. Brandy is often sipped after a meal, frequently with a pipe of tobacco or sometimes
muskflower. Grape leaves stuffed with barley and
mint are a popular dish across the nation, though
some in the south substitute rice for the barley.
Clothing: Loose-fitting trousers made of linen or
sometimes cotton are popular among the men of
the poor and middle classes, while most wealthy
men prefer robes of heavy cotton or sometimes
silk. Many men go barechested, as do some
women, though not as frequently. Ponchos are
common, especially among those in the north,
where the climate is cooler in the winter months.
Rings and necklaces are common accents for
both sexes, though only women traditionally wear
earrings. White or pale pastels are frequently
worn in the summer, though deep reds, blues,
and greens are common sights in the winter
months.
Arhitecture: Much of the southern coast builds
their homes from clay bricks and plaster. Because of this, many towns are known by the color
of the plaster they use, and the recipes for such
plasters a passed down from generation to generation. In the north, wood tends to make more of
an appearance, and offwhite, yellow, or salmoncolored plaster is usually painted on the exterior
of buildings. Many country villas have a garden or
orchard attached with a low wall and some sort of
shaded area for entertaining guests.
Major Religions: Practitioners of Arallu make
up the bulk of Whitecliff’s religious population,
though along the coast there is some adherence
to the Golden song, and a few in the north worship Mitkya.
Music: Fiddle and woodflute accompanied by
guitar are the most common instruments in the
region, though accordion is popular to the west,

and most in the countryside sing well-known
drinking songs. In the south, trumpet is beginning
to grow in popularity since the construction of the
Whitecliff Ampitheater in 663 A.W.

southeast. Whitecliff has little interaction with the
Pathcutter tribes or the Chosen of the Golden
Song.

Important History: The founding of the Republic
Holidays: Like much of the rest of Torata, citiis often cited (especially by its citizens) as the
zens of Whitecliff celebrate Freedom Day with
beginning of true civilization. There was a time
gusto, though they also celebrate a more somber when Whitecliff was the only real city in all of
remembrance of those who died during the Great Torata, though Lakeside, Frogport, Lanternton,
War on Memorial day later in the year. District
and Bridgeton are all now comparable in size and
fairs are common in the north, where farmers can grandeur. The Walkers in the Green are someshow off their prized produce and fattest animals. times said to have come from Whitecliff, though
In the south, boat racing is a popular sport, as are many argue the point, citing ancient clay tablets
mock battles. While not exactly holidays, Whitedepicting them coming from the Mudwalker tribes
cliff is one of the only places in Torata where the
of the eastern swamps. The construction of the
tradition of dueling is alive and well. Be it pistols,
Whitecliff Ampitheater in 663 A.W. has sparked
swords, or fists, some young men (and women)
an era of artistic innovation, and the Republic’s
seek to make a name for themselves in the world postal system was the precursor to the modern
of personal protection, for which duels are seen
Pathcutter courier routes in the south. Banking is
as a proving ground. This is one of the fasteven said to have been invented in the Republic
est ways for a poor citizen to jump rungs on the
(though it was also independently devised by the
social ladder and attach themselves to a wealthy dwarvish peoples of the Upper Continent hunpatron.
dreds of years prior).
Relations with other Nations: Whitecliff trades
heavily with both Cloverholt and Summerland,
as well as with Sugar Coast. They are one of the
few nations to have any sort of diplomatic relations with the Mudwalker tribes that live in the
swamps to the east. Their relations with the Glasseater tribes are less than friendly, as they often
skirmish over land disputes in the west thanks
to the confusion over national borders caused
by the chaos of the Great War. This also makes
their relations with Blackbeach and the Nozevi
strained as well. Whitecliff has maintained a terse
relationship with Stoneroot since the Great War,
but a great many of the southern troops that
fought and died to win Torata its freedom hailed
from the Republic. Kololand and whitecliff have
recently been holding diplomatic meetings over
trade routes and tariffs on goods like quinine and
bananas now that the fledgling dictatorship has
proved strong enough to maintain its hold on teh

Nations (cont.)
Sagemoor
Encompassing the arid desert and blasted scrublands
of Torata’s southwest, Sagemoor is a harsh nation,
prone to internal conflict and ravaged by disease. The
land is not without a subtle beauty, though, as the region is covered in a hundred different varieties of sage,
each with a uniqe flavor and scent.
Founded: no official date, Blackwheel caravan rallied
in 112 B.W.
Government: Loose Tribal Representative Democracy
influenced by Nozevi criminal organization.
“Capitol” City: Mudflatts
Racial Breakdown: Estimate by the Royal Medical
Corps is currently 53% gnomish, 21% elvish, 14% humanish, 7% orcish, 5% dwarvish
“National” Languages: Lisan, though Yazik is common in the north, and Teanga is often used as a trade
language.
Major Exports: Glass, loacite, yogurt, precious gems,
gold, goats, salt, chikpeas, peppers, lentils, copper,
cedar wood, spinach
Major Imports: water, opium, medicine, wheat, fruit,
wine, wood, linen
Food: Food is life in the desert, and as such, takes
central importance in Sagemoori culture. Though the
region itself doesn’t support many crops other than
some hardy legumes and hot peppers, many of the
inhabitants make a decent enough living selling glassware or trading goods across the harsh desert to afford
imports from lusher regions. Goat meat and milk are
both popular in southwestern fare, and are relatively
valuable. Yoghurt and lentils are the most common
sources of protein, though cheese is popular on holidays, of which there are many. Spinach is grown in the
north, and is prepared boiled, fried, or dried with salt.

Most food in the desert is survival food, but the cuisine
of the outlying cities is rich with spices and fruits from
neighboring regions. As the name implies, a number of
different species of sage grow in the region, and flavor everything from meat to milk. Dried sage is often
smoked after a meal as a digestive.
Clothing: Clothing is almost certain to be light and
airy here in the harshness of the southwest. Light
colors like white, tan, and of course sage are common sights, especially among followers of Tanri, who
practice modesty at all times. Some of the region’s
elvish inhabitants favor the bright colors common in
Summerland, but clothing is almost all made of cotton or linen when it can be afforded. Nudity, though
practical, is rare thanks to the aforementioned Tanrism
that runs deep in the region. A purple arm- or headband is a well-known mark borne by the Nozevi crime
syndicate, and affords the wearer a certain degree of
respect.... or fear. Tattoos are very popular among men
and women, especially gnomish peoples and especially
on the face or hands. Married Tanrist women wear
iron or steel bracelets, a sign of their subservience to
their husbands. This is seen by many outsiders as a
distasteful tradition, especially in light of the abolition
of slavery after the Great War.
Arhitecture: Tents are the most common sight in the
desert itself, often made of goathide and held up with
solid poles of cedar from the scant forests in the north.
They are frequently decorated with Tanrist designs or
colorful murals, depending on the owner. Buildings
in permanent settlments like Mudflatts are usually
mudbrick and plaster, painted with the same designs
as tents. Brick, Sage, Marigold, and Chalk are the most
common colors used.
Major Religions: Tanrism is by far the most common
religion in the area. Southern Tanrists tend to worship Him as a deity of fire rather than light, as He is
worshipped in the north. This symbolizes the fire of
the sun, which deals death by day, and the flame of the
campfire by night, which keeps the cold and the dark
at bay, and represents life. There is also some worship

of Mitkya in the north, and a bit of Arallu in the east,
as well as some following of the Golden Song among
Sagemoori sailors.
Music: Flute dominates most music here in the desert, and musicians go to great lengths to find the most
exotic, elaborate flutes possible. Bone, wood, glass, or
metal, the flutes prized by Glasseater tribes are among
the finest on the continent. Humming and singing are
common as well, and some say the Nozevi make drums
from the skins of their fallen foes, though this may just
be propoganda.
Holidays: It is said there are as many festivals as there
are grains of sand in the desert. Every birth, death,
holiday, or event of any kind is marked with what
would be seen by many other nations as a gratuitous
feast. Most prominent are the monthly Lunar feasts,
in honor of Tanri’s wife, the moon. These are the only
times Tanrists are allowed to let loose, wearing bright
clothing, lighting colored lanterns, and celebrating
with song and dance.
Relations with other Nations: Sagemoor is a poor
nation, and as such recieves no small amount of aid
from the neighboring country of Summerland. The
Royal Medical Corps, a prestigious Summeri medical school, often sends its graduates there to repay
their debts, since disease and famine are frequent and
severe. The Nozevi have close ties with Blackbeach and
Sugar Coast as well, trading drugs, slaves, and stolen
goods along the west coast. Many other nations see
Sagemoori caravaners as disreputable or dangerous,
but most are simply trying to make a lving selling their
wares in foreign lands.
Important History: The scholars at the Malachite
Tower claim that Sagemoor was once a lush valley,
filled with life and food. Their research on ancient
scrolls and tablets seems to indicate that the reputation outgrew the reality, and many of the region’s
farmers turned to magic to quicken their crops. The
magic worked, but at a price: within a generation the
nutrients had been stripped from the soil and sold to

neighboring countries at a premium. Though rich in
gold and exotic trade goods, the area quickly became
a dustbowl, filled only with sand and broken dreams.
The caves of the desert have provided safe haven for
many of the Glasseater tribes during eons of conflict,
most recently the Great War.

Nations (cont.)
Stoneroot
Stoneroot is the modern continuation of the
former Dwarven Empire. A nation bitterly divided,
Stoneroot struggles, even now, forty years after the war that ended their reign over the lower
continent. Most in the south strive for better international relations, while those in the north are
typically isolationist and racist.
Founded: Originally unified in 286 B.W., current
government in 645 A.W.
Government: Until forty years ago Stoneroot
was ruled by a dynastic monarchy known as the
Dwarvish Empire. At the end of the Great War,
the monarchy was overthown, and the oversight
of government affairs was turned over to the
merchant class (who’d had their noses in the
government for quite some time anyway). These
merchants and artisans meet to discuss policy
once a week in the Parliament building located
in Bridgeton. Their edicts are then carried out by
regional proxies called Journeymen.
Capitol City: Bridgeton
Racial Breakdown: As of the last National census, the racial breakdown of Stoneroot was 72%
dwarf, 21% human, 4% gnome, 2% orc, 1% elf.
The variance on this ratio by region, however is
high, with most of the non-dwarven citizens living
in the south, save for the descendants of human
former slaves in the north.
National Language: Teanga
Major Exports: stone, iron, lead, tin, coal, guns,
loacite, magic items, beer, oats, barley, cabbage,
beets, carrots, turnips, woodcarvings, string
instruments, ice, oak, cedar, mining equipment,
books, mushrooms, cheese, boots

Major Imports: wine, wheat, medicine, vinegar,
gold, copper, gemstones, meat, opium (illegal),
wool, spices, ships, horses, cotton
Food: Stoneroot food is traditionally a legacy of
the survival food utilized by the cave-dwelling
dwarvish folk who hail from the region’s frozen
hills. A typical stoneroot meal would be something
like fried barleybread smothered in fried mushrooms and onions with a bowl of root vegetable
stew. This would typically be washed down with
some of the best dark beer in Torata. Many a
restaurant in Stoneroot has what’s referred to as
a pauper’s platter of cheese, bread and beer - a
style many restaurants in other parts of Torata
are beginning to emulate. Moose and reindeer
are generally the only meats seen in any abundance, since goats and sheep are more precious
for their milk, and fishing is difficult in most of
stoneroot, where the only access to water is high,
rocky cliffs.
Clothing: The clothing of Stoneroot is layered
and heavy. Cotton is heavily imported from the
south to make a popular style of knit one-piece
underclothes. Over this, wool shirts and sweaters are worn, along with wool pants. Fur or woollined heavy oilskin coats complete the look. Often
these coats are masterfully made, with loops
and pockets specifically tailored for whatever the
owner’s trade is. Passing these coats down from
generation to generation has become a tradition
in stoneroot, and some are more than two hundred years old. Colors used are often dark earth
tones like browns, greens, deep reds, or greys,
though these are frequently trimmed with gold
thread or accented with jewelry, especially rings.
Architecture: Stoneroot architecture makes
heavy use of the oak, cedar, and stone naturally
available in the area, as well as iron dug from the
Mountains of Mudil. Hexagons, a prominent symbol in the worship of Mudil, are frequently seen

in Stoneroot construction, whether it’s for pillars,
windows, or wallpaper. Fretworking wood is a
popular hobby, and many mountain cabins sport
elaborate designs. In remote areas, cabins are
often built with a small front room that is left unlocked. This room typically contains a woodstove,
a pile of firewood, and a box of matches to allow
visitors to keep warm while they wait for the occupant to return from a hunting, logging, or mining excursion. In the cities, brass trimmings have
come into vogue, and wrought iron fences serve
to keep properties apart, especially in Bridgeton.
Major Religions: The most common religion in
Stoneroot by far is the worship of Mudil, though
there are small, quiet pockets of Tanrism here
and there. Some in the deep south worship Mitkya as a minor household goddess.
Music: In this harsh, frozen land music is as
important as fire. A variety of string instruments
have been invented over the years, and stone
drums filled with water and played with oak sticks
add an otherworldly bass to many traditional
songs. Singing has never been especially popular, though humming and whistling are.
Holidays: The various feast holidays of the
church of Mudil are the most commonly celebrated holidays in stoneroot. Some in the south
celebrate freedom day, but for the most part the
region spends that day feeling quietly embarrassed or, in some of the more isolated regions,
resentful.
Relations with other Nations: Stoneroot trades
heavily with Cloverholt and Blackbeach, and
makes use of Pathcutter couriers and merchants
to link them to goods in the south. There is a
large smuggling trade of Summerland merchants
shipping opium produced in the land of the Chosen and routed through Sugar Coast and up the
East Sea that has put significant tension on relations between the countries, despite the heavy

import of spices from the region through central
Toratan trade channels.
Important History: Until 150 years ago, the
dwarves of the Upper Continent had no contact
with the other four Races. The high clffs surrounding much of Stoneroots southern coast coupled with the dwarves’ physical diffuiculty learning
to swim colluded to keep them from developing
much of a mariner culture until then. Once contact was made, however, they swept across Torata like a forest fire, laying waste to much of the
north and capturing many humanish and gnomish peoples as slaves. For a hundred years the
borders of the Glorious Dwarven Empire swelled
as they plundered the Lower Continent, though
where they went they left behind settlers who
built roads and buildings with far more skill than
most in Torata had managed until then. After their
expansion ground to a halt in the south, a peace
treaty was signed with Summerland and Whitecliff, allowing 80 years of tense non-aggression.
Finally, 50 years ago, this “peace” broke as the
issue of slavery sparked revolution within the
empire. Whitecliff and Summerland (along with
most of the rest of Torata) pushed back while the
Empire was weak, and drove them to the northern shores of the Upper continent, where the
Dwarven armies were finally routed at the battle
of Bridegton. The monarchy was overthrown, and
the current oligarchy set up in its place. Though
for many, the war is ancient history, there are still
some alive today who fought through the bloodiest battles in Toratan memory. This conflict is the
force the still drives a wedge through Stonerootian culture today. The legacy of the empire lives
on in the roads, mines, and guns of the modern
world.

Nations (cont.)
Sugar Coast
A young nation, Sugar Coast is the island in the
southwest of Torata that split from Summerland
Empire in a bloody civil war 30 years ago. The
name comes from the pure white sand of their
beaches, which is said to resemble the purified
sugar that is one of their main exports.
Founded: 652 A.W.
Government: Ostensibly the government of
the Sugar Coast is a representative democracy.
However, corruption runs deep here, and elections are usually rigged. Bribes are necessary to
get anthing done, though taxes are always low, in
keeping with the reason they split from the mainland in the first place.
Capitol City: Casterbay
Racial Breakdown: Though the results are usually unreliable, the numbers given in the most
recent Sugar Coast census are as follows: 45%
elf, 18% gnome, 17% human, 11% orc, 9% dwarf.
It is worth noting that a full 30% of the nation’s
population are immigrants, many of whom fled
other nations, seeking political asylum.
National Languages: officially Bhasa, though
Teanga is used with equal frequency.
Major Exports: Education, political asylum, sugarcane, rum, coca, slaves, tax evasion, ginger,
linen, fish, jewelry, opium (from Land of the Chosen), citrus fruit, bamboo, blood loacite (also from
the Land of the Chosen).
Major Imports: mint wine, potatoes, pork, cabbage, opium, stone, timber.
Food: Food in Sugar Coast focuses heavily on
marine fare. Seaweed salads, vinegared fish,
steamed lobster and clams, and grilled eel are

often paired with rice and cabbage. Mint wine or
rice wine are the most popular alcoholic drinks
on the island, and pork is imported from the
mainland as a popular festival dish. Oranges,
lemons, and limes are also grown here with some
success, and are sold as a luxury good to the
wealthy. Dumplings and barbecue are popular
street food, and dairy has started to become
more popular in the past decade or so, with the
integration of many non-elvish cultures thanks to
the Sugar Coast’s relaxed political asylum practices. In addition, a popular way to bribe someone
is to offer them a basket of rice flour buns baked
around gold coins.

Music: The musical taste of the Ruby coast is
fairly eclectic, though a the most popular instruments are drum and flute.

Clothing: Most clothing here is made of linen or,
among the more affluent, cotton. Men and women regularly go barechested, though compete nudity is usually frowned upon among adults, especially in urban areas. In contrast to the mainland,
clothing here is often very lightly colored with
white, tan, or sage green being the most popular
base colors. These are usually paired with small,
brightly-colored items like scarves, belts, bangles,
or skin paint. Most people go barefoot here,
though the few people that live in the mountains
tend to wear bamboo-fiber shoes.

Relations with other Nations: Sugar Coast
trades heavily with the Land of the Chosen, acting as a distribution point for opium, blood loacite,
and goods manufactured with near-slave labor.
They have a terse, bitter relationship with Summerland, from whom they seceded some thirty
years ago. They also have strong ties to the
Nozevi, who backed them during their war for
independence. Whitecliff imports ginger and sugarcane heavily, and many Whitecliff citizens send
their children to the Copper Tower for schooling in
magic.

Arhitecture: Bamboo and clay brick are used to
make most of the homes in the Sugar Coast, and
many windows use a slightly milky glass, made
from the region’s naturally white sand. Decorating
walls with murals or mosaics is commonplace,
and poorer neighborhoods often use shells or
colored stones in place of ceramic tiles.

Important History: Around 651 A.W. dissatisfaction began to grow within the Summerland colony
of Sugar Coast. Taxes were abominable, and
government aid was all but nonexistent for the
farmers who slaved away under the beating sun
to produce the sugarcane Summerland enjoyed.
A charismatic worker at a sugar refinery, Jhati
Sugartongue, led a workers revolt that shut down
production within the Bluepate Royal Refinery for
three months. The strike was soon disbanded,
and he was promptly thrown into prison, where
he died from dysentery. Within months he had
been elevated to the status of a martyr, and his
death was used to ignite revolution in the colony.
Merchants and artisans colluded to form a secret
sub-government that worked against the Crown

Major Religions: Sugar Coast is rife with worship of the Golden Song, as well as smatterings
of every other religion in various ethnic districts or
small villages. In addition there is a much higher
proportion of atheism here than in other regions.

Holidays: Freedom Day is celebrated with great
enthusiasm here, as is Sugar Coast Independence Day, marking the battle of Casterbay,
when the Summerland navy was thrown back
and statehood was won for the nation. In addition there are numerous boat races and fishing
competitions. Most of these are local, though
the ones held in Casterbay are popular enough
to draw sponsorship from the wealthy and have
large cash prizes.

to secede from Summerland and form a sovreign
nation. This government soon openly declared
war on the mainland by sinking a trade galley
filled with sugar just outside of the refinery town
now known as Sweetwater in 651 A.W. Thus
began the thirteen-month war that split Summerland apart. Just prior to the conflict, a new
magic academy was built to rival the Malachite
Tower back in Summerland. The Loacite Tower,
as it came to be known, began to attract casters
who had shunned the more traditional schoolings
of the Malachite Tower, and strived to integrate
non-elvish magics like those of the Walkers in the
Green, the Glasseater, and the Pathcutter. Once
the yoke of mainland oppresion was thrown off,
however, the government soon fell upon itself
like a pack of feral dogs, each senator fighting for
power. Things quickly turned ugly as the militia
that fought off the Summerland Navy was used
as a personal defense force for the wealthy, who
increasingly live in gated communities, while the
poor starve in the disease ridden streets of the
the city or the underdeveloped countryside.

Nations (cont.)
Summerland
A largely elvish nation in the south of Torata,
Summerland encompasses most of the central
islands and a good deal of the coast in the southwest. Their navy is formidable and they are a
major trade hub for the exotic goods produced on
the islands.
Founded: 353 A.W.
Government: The government of Summerland
is an odd blend of monarchy and representative
democracy. The nation is split into prefectures,
each with their own prefect appointed by the king.
These prefects talk to their citizens to get an idea
of their needs and wishes, then vote on matters
in senate meetings or by post. The Bluepate royal
family can override such decisions, though they
rarely do. In times of war, any able-bodied citizen
can be called to fight for the crown, though the
royal family themselves have always served with
distinction in the military as well, some even fighting on the front lines of battle.
Capitol City: Frogport
Racial Breakdown: According to the most recent
royal census, the breakdown of Summerland
is: 54% elvish, 19% gnomish, 14% orcish, 7%
dwarvish, and 6% humanish.
National Language: Bhasa
Major Exports: Cinnamon, rice, cotton, silk, blue
dye, mint wine, bamboo, magic items, sugar,
opium, muskflower, ships, coconuts, education,
copper, pigs
Major Imports: Wood, stone, wheat, guns, loacite, metals other than copper, olive oil.

Food: Much Summerland cuisine focuses on the
sea and its bounties. Since elves are lactose
intolerant, dairy is rarely seen, and often replaced
with coconut milk. Many dishes are heavily
spiced with coriander, cardamom, cayenne pepper, turmeric, cumin, and sesame. Cilantro, basil,
and mint are used frequently, as is lemongrass.
Mango, coconut, tamarind, and plantain are all
common fruits, and are often paired with fish or
venison. Clams, mussels, oysters, lobster, crab,
and all manner of fish are popular, and grilled eel
has been elevated to the level of a national dish.
A light, sweet wine flavored heavily with mint is
popular, and is sold across Torata for consumption during summer in the northern lattitutes.
Clothing: Summerland fashion is dominated by
bright colors, especially reds, oranges, yellows,
and blues. Gold (or brass for those who can’t
afford it) is the most common metal for jewelry,
which is very popular among women here. Some
men, and many women wear wigs, a fashion that
bled in from outlying prefectures where elves
often don hairpieces to fit in with their neghbors.
A nose piercing is generally the mark of marriage
in Summerland, and many are quite elaborate,
especially among the upper class. Tattoos are
uncommon, though face or arm paint is frequently
seen on both sexes, especially during holidays.
Clothing is loose and airy, often with men wearing baggy trousers and a loose shirt and women
wearing loose dresses or wraps. Hats are not
especially popular here, except among foreigners
with light skin.
Architecture: Summeri architecture makes
heavy use of repeating patterns and sea motifs.
Bamboo is a popular construction material, and is
used for everything from floor matting to building
superstructure, to furniture. Glass is sometimes
used, and many buildings near water are raised
on stilts to prevent flooding during the rainy season.

Major Religions: Though there are pockets of
Tanrism and Arallu to the north, the predominant
religions worshipped are Odra & Mirissi or The
Golden Song.
Music: Summeri music is heavy on bamboo flute
and drums. Singing is popular, and story songs
are often a way to spread news or teach lessons
to children.
Holidays: Boat races, swimming contests, and
fishing competitions are the most common holidays, though Summeri celebrate Freedom Day
like many other nations. Once a month a small
feast holiday honoring the moon and its effect on
the tides is celebrated in households that worship
Odra & Mirissi.
Relations with other Nations: Summerland has
always had a rivalry with Whitecliff, alternatively
trading or fighting with them since the country’s
founding. While much trade to the west coast
depends on glasseater caravans, the nation has
a tendency to look down on the desert dwellers as dangerous or unscrupulous, though their
glassworking skills are well-known and respected. Many Summeri feel a bitter resentment towards the Sugar Coast for seceding some thirty
years ago, though a few wish the revolution had
included their prefecture as well. Summerland
maintains “diplomatic” relations with the Land of
the Chosen, which in practice means they ignore cruel labor practices and ethnic cleansing in
order to secure cheap trade goods from them like
opium and silk, which they can then sell to other
nations that the Chosen won’t sell to directly.
Sagemoor and Summerland trade somewhat,
though most of that is in the form of Summerlander sailors’ business along the coast in bars and
brothels. The Summerland Royal Medical Corps
sends new doctors into many poor, diseaseridden regions to do “charity work.” Many of these
locations are within the pestilent borders of Sa-

gemoor or Kololand. Summerland has little direct
interaction with Blackbeach, Cloverholt, or the
Pathcutter or Mudwalker tribes, save for a moderate amount of trade. Stoneroot and Summerland
maintain a tense relationship; though Summeri
copper and Stonerootian loacite are necessary
for manufacturing magic items, the shipping of
opium (legal in Summerland, but not in Stoneroot) to the north has caused a bit of a stir lately.
Important History: Most of Summerland was
retained during the dwarvish expansion, thanks
largely to a highly-mobile navy that allowed summerland to outmaneuver the dwarvish armies,
except in the northern inland portion of the region. Their naval support during the Great War
helped to strike a decisive victory at the battle of
Bridgeton, as well as to move supplies and troops
quickly up and down the west coast. The founding of the malachite tower in 405 A.W. marked
the beginning of an age of magical discovery that
rolled across Torata, drawing students of magic
from across the continent. Until the Marble and
Loacite towers were built, the Malachite tower
stood as the only nationally-accepted formal
training school for mages.

Language
There are five primary languages spoken in Torata.
They are:
Teanga:
The ancient language of the dwarvish folk, Teanga has
become the most widely spoken language in the world.
Part of the legacy of the hundred year dwarven occupation is the use of Teanga as a trade language across
the continent. Teanga is a symbolic language with its
own runic script. Because of this, many speakers that
do not recieve a formal education are illiterate, or
read poorly, as it requires a decent amount of study to
memorize the elaborate system of nuanced character
combinations required to convey a thought. A flowing
tongue, it can be breathy or guttural depending on the
use. In recent years, an effort has been made to create a
phonetic alphabet as well, though this hasn’t caught on
as of yet.
Male Names: Brannoch, Marwick, Turlough, Faen,
Cormick, Tungus, Darrah, Ronnel, Mahan, Harridan
Female Names: Maeve, Birgette, Cenna, Granuaile,
Tara, Siobahn, Kella
Last Names: U’Culligan, U’Hennerty, U’Dunnamy,
Bryggs, Caeler, Bonnardu, Sorredy, U’Gwerdolyn
Glosso:
Spoken across most of the southern coast, Glosso is the
ancestral language of the orcish peoples that settled the
area around Whitecliff. Often spoken by sailors as well
as southerners, Glosso is a slow, thick language with
a focus on hand gestures. Glosso is phonetic and uses
roughly the same alphabet as Yazik and Lisan.

Lisan:
A western tongue, spoken originally by the gnomish
peoplesof Sagemoor and Blackbeach, this language
hasn’t spread very far. Lisan has been described as
ululating and flowery, and is spoken very rapidly by
native speakers. Lisan is a phonetic language that uses
roughly the same alphabet as Glosso and Yazik, though
it is often written in a more stylized script.
Male Names: Hamiz, Ozel, Tariq, Hajiid, Mahmoud,
Farad, Qadral, Heliq, Tamaz, Beram
Female Names: Kuzra, Usmara, Padaia, Oha, Zara,
Arifa, Qahaira, Nahiru, Menira, Gahela
Yazik:
This harsh, cutting tongue is spoken mainly in the
Mountains of the Sun and across the western half of
Cloverholt. It hails originally from the high slopes of
the painted hills, where the first Pathcutter tribe made
its home, before their destruction. Yazik is a phonetic
language that uses roughly the same alphabet as Glosso
and Lisan.
Male Names: Osskir, Iyvan, Vasily, Pavel, Mosha, Yanosh, Yuri, Vek, Tamor, Sitka, Voldir
Female Names: Olga, Inka, Anna, Malishtka, Haetya,
Zenya, Prishki, Vossya, Manna, Katya

Male Names: Kointos, Alexos, Demarte, Sando, Konstantino, Agrippo, Estevo, Domardo, Giuseppo

Bhasa:
Described by most non-speakers as lilting and musical,
Bhasa is the language native to the sweltering southern
barrier islands that enclose the Bay of Eels. It is now
spoken widely in Summerland, Sugar Coast, and the
Land of the Chosen. Bhasa is a phonetic language, but
uses a drastically different alphabet from Lisan, Yazik,
or Glosso.

Female Names: Hellas, Pallada, Anita, Dinah, Mecretia, Pellestra, Alexstrada

Male Names: Rupinder, Gurjeet, Angeep, Mohinder,
Gop, Pand, Ramash, Tesheej
Female Names: Vijaya, Lakshmi, Serjeet, Pateem, Kaleema, Disha, Mommori, Girri

Dialects:
Though there are only five main languages, there are
numerous regional or cultural dialects. A character
who can speak the language can always understand
a character speaking in another dialect of the same language, but subtle meanings, colloquialisms, or inside
jokes may be lost in translation. In addition, a skilled
listener can learn things about a character based on
their dialect. Some common dialect splits include:

careful study. In addition, a strange language has been
found at numerous sites along Torata’s western shores.
A glyph language made of wedge-shaped strokes, it
seems to be associated with the remains of Rudikai Settlements, some of which appear to date back far before
recorded history.

Naming Conventions:
Most of Torata uses a relatively uniform naming convention. Each child is given a cultural name
Teanga: High and Low: Teanga has long been divided
on their first birthday. New borns on the lower contiinto High Teanga, spoken predominantly by the
nent are typically not named until they have survived
wealthy elite, and Low Teanga, spoken by the common infancy, as infant mortality in Torata is unfortunately
rabble. Low Teanga is used more frequently as a trade
high. These names come from the language of the
language, though High Teanga is usually taught in
child’s parents. As a child grows up, they take on their
universities and schools.
last name. Sometimes this is a nickname given to
them by the community, other times it is an inherited
Bhasa: The Bhasa spoken by the Chosen of the Golden name (an especially common practice among tradesSong has been affected by years of isolationism on their people), sometimes it may be a name the person makes
small island nation. As a result it includes a number
themselves. Always, however, it is descriptive of their
of different terms, radically different names, and the
personality, abilities, or profession. This name is then
meaning of the words can be changed by the pitch at
translated when it is spoken in other languages.
which they are said.
Thus, a gnome from Sagemoor might have the
name Farad Tinhammer. His first name, Farad, is a
Lisan: Each tribe in Sagemoor tends to have its own
typical Lisan name for boys. His last name, Tinhamregional accent, so much so that it has often been said
mer, refers to his profession as a tinsmith, and is transa truge Sagemoori can pick out a tribesperson’s home
lated into other languages when spoken or written.
region within five miles simply by listening to them
Mages often put a title after their names, like
talk.
“the Swift,” “the Bright,” or “the Green.” This is generally considered a form of repect to distinguish them
Glosso: The Glosso spoken by the inhabitants of Kofrom the common folk as professional practitioners of
loland is often unrecognizable at first from the Glosso
the magical arts. Though some ordinary people style
spoken by those from Whitecliff. While the two are
themselves with a title, it is generally considered tacky
technically the same language, many idioms, expresand in poor taste.
sions, slang, names, and pronunciations are different
Traditional dwarvish naming conventions difenough to immediately identify a Kololander from a
fer from this system. Having evolved in isolation from
Whitecliffer the moment they open their mouth.
the rest of Toratan culture, most northern dwarvish
folk retain a clan system, by which their last name is
Dead/Unknown Languages:
passed down hereditarily. Wives generally take their
There is an ancient form of Yazik that was spoken by
husbands’ names, as do their children.
the Eastern Pathcutter tribe before their destruction
some 150 years ago. Though most scholars believe it
was similar to modern day Yazik, few native speakers can make out the meaning of its writings without

Religion
Arallu:
A relatively modern religion, Arallu came from a blend
of atheist thought and Walker in the Green philosophical teaching. Arallu calims that all things are made
of energy, and that this energy is all connected in a
massive vibrating web across the world. By tapping
into and reshaping this energy, casters do what most
would call magic, though practitioners of Arallu often
refer to as willworking. The fledgling faith has begun to
catch on among intellectual circles and casters across
the continent, but is most heavily centered around
Whitecliff. Many followers of Arallu face persecution
by other religions, particularly by Tanrist or Mudilist
fundamentalists. Arallu death customs involve burning the dead to release their energy back into the void.
Ashes of mages are mixed with salt to prevent their
ghosts from returning.
The Golden Song:
Arguably the oldest continuous religion in Torata, the
Golden Song is a polytheistic religion with as many
deities as stars in the sky. Regional deities, gods of specific trades, and gods of concepts like love, charity, war,
and knowledge are all present. the Golden song is most
frequently practiced along the Southern coast, and
two offshoots, Koloist and Chosen Songs exist as well.
Koloist interpretations hold that Kolo, the Warlord Supreme of Kololand, is a messenger sent by the Golden
song to unite the peoples of Torata under one banner.
Chosen theology holds much the same, except that the
Goldenvoice royal family is at the center as living gods
who enforce the will of the heavens and protect their
Chosen People. Golden song death custom varies by
region, but usually involves burial by carrion birds who
carry the dead souls to the heavens. Bones are often
bound and made into death markers or held in clay
pots by surviving kin.
Mitkya:
At turns depicted as a young virgin or a pregnant
mother, Mitkya is a goddess of fertility worshipped
around central Torata. Many scholars believe she is a
monotheistic offshoot of the fertility goddess mahuk-

sha from the Golden Song pantheon, repackaged for
a sedentary agricultural society. Her messengers are
often rabbits or foxes for good and bad news, respectively. Eggs are most commonly eaten on her feast
days as a sign of fertility, and her name is invoked at
birthing ceremonies to carry mother and child safely
through the process. Death customs involve burying
the deceased in the ground so that their remains will
nourish future generations of crops.
Mudil:
Mudil, often called the Stonefather, is a dwarven deity.
He is worshipped monotheistically by many dwarves,
who revere his virtues as a craftsman, a brewer, and
a bringer of law and justice. These values have influenced modern dwarven societies in many ways, from
prohibitions on gambling to intricate tax and guild
laws. Scholars often cite these values as the reason
why dwarves entered the Lower Continent with such a
technological advantage despite their centuries of isolation. Mudilist death custom dictates a tomb must be
carved from rock and bound in iron for dead dwarves.
The dead must also be sprinkled with salt to keep their
vengeful ghosts from coming back to haunt the living.
Odra & Mirissi:
The mother of tides and the father of storms, Odra
and Mirissi are an old elvish seagoer’s religion. Odra
represents masculinity, power, violence, and chaos,
while Mirissi embodies femininity, calm, predictability,
and healing. By making the right prayers to each, many
sailors across Torata hope to earn sunny skies and full
nets. Though the religion started in the southwest, it
has spread all over to any seagoer who might worry at
the sight of dark clouds on the horizon. Death customs
mostly involve burial at sea.
Tanrism:
This monotheistic religion has its roots in the goatherders of the southwest. Tanrism has three distinct
branches: True, Northern Orthodox, and Southern
Orthodox. The oldest of the three is Southern orthodox, practiced most heavily by the Glasseater tribes of
Sagemoor. In southern Orthodoxy, Tanri is a god of

fire, protecting his chosen people from the dangers of
the cold dark nights. Northern Orthodox canon holds
Him as a god of light, illuminating the path for his
followers and acting as a beacon towards progress and
civilization. This is most commonly practiced by those
in Blackbeach, and is the state-sponsored religion
implemented by the Nozevi criminal syndicate. True
Tanrism is the most recent offshoot, and is practiced
by the Pathcutter tribe that live in the Mountains of the
Sun. Here He is worshipped as a deity of the sun. Most
scholars say that this was probably a repackaging of
an older Pathcutter relgion, especially since it involves
much heavier emphasis on patron saints than the other
two branches, a leftover from a polytheistic pantheon.
Tanrist death custom is strictly cremation, and in some
regions wives are expected to throw themselves on
their husbands’ funeral pyres.
Zaitgub:
A strange dead religion, worship of Zaitgub was
practiced by the Pathcutter East before their eventual
destruction at the hands of the Dwarven Empire. Many
depictions show it as a large worm or serpent of some
sort that either eats the world, or possibly carries the
world on its back. Though archaologists are still puzzling at fragments of Zaigubi pottery and moth-eaten
wall hangings, it appears Zaitgub was a deity of balance
and neutrality, or possibly of cyclical death and rebirth.
Death customs are odd, involving mummification of
the deceased, and preservation of their hair, nails and
teeth in special frames.

Economy
The Toratan economy is a complex network of trade,
coinage, and credit. While many rural areas still operate predominantly on a barter system, and many
taxes are collected in the form of dry goods or letters
of credit, the Old Dwarvish coinage system has prevailed as the dominant currency on the continent.
One steel piece (referred to as “tinnies” because they
were once made of tin) is equal to 10 brass pieces.
In addition one brass piece is equal to 10 copper
pieces. These are generally used only as change and
in small transactions, and prices given in this section are all in Tinnies and brass. The Old Dwarvish
currency is a leftover from the former Empire’s long
reach across the continent. Other forms of currency
do exist, such as the Nozevi currency of silver coins
(roughly equivalent to 1/2 a silver piece each) or the
elaborate bamboo paper currency of the Chosen
(used only in business deals by city dwellers), but the
Old Dwarven system is ubiquitous and generally accepted by most merchants.
Making Money with a Trade ( ) skill:
Characters earn a number of tinnies equal to 2 times
their total bonus of Trade ( ) + INT per week. For
example, a character with a +1 INT and a +2 Trade
(Pottery) skill (for a total bonus of +3) would make 6
tinnies per week. To do this, a character must be in a
location that allows them to practice their trade (i.e.
a settlement of some kind where they can sell their
services), and must have the appropriate tools (using
improvised tools means you make half as much).
Owning a business:
Taking out a loan: Many moneylending companies in
Torata offer business or personal loans. Stoneroot or
Cloverholt National Bank, Birnleavy Ironworks, the
Magewright’s Guild, The Malachite Tower, and Heavypurse and Sons Trading Company all loan capital to
aspiring entrepreneurs at rates that vary between 5 and
10% interest. These loans usually require a character
to be in good standing with the local government, and
to have a good track record with money. Some other
organizations that will offer less savory characters a

loan include the Nozevi, Sugar Coast National Bank, or
the Priesthood of Tanri. These groups usually loan at
rate closer to 20-30% interest, and have much more...
severe.... consequences should a character default. The
amount of time a character has to repay the loan depends on the indivudual circumstance, and is decided
by the GM.
Starting Gold for New Characters: Starting Gold is 100
tinnies, 200 if rich.
Prices given as three numbers separated by slashes
are for low, medium, and high quality versions. Fancy
tools allow a reroll of a failed check involving the tool
once per day. This list is given for general calculations.
There are some things that don’t fit the proces given.
For instance, a quarterstaff is a two-handed weapon,
but since it’s not made of metal and doesn’t require as
much time or effort to make, it wouldn’t cost nearly as
much as the 10T for a normal two-handed weapon like
a halberd or a greatsword.

Rough Prices for Stuff:
Food:
Rations or produce/wk.......................................1T/2T/3T
Meal at a restaurant............................................1T/2T/3T
Housing:
Month’s Rent......................................5T/10T/15T person
Night at an Inn..................................................5b/1T/15T
Own a Home......................................500T/1000T/1500T
Gear:
Tent...................................................................................3T
Rope (50ft).......................................................................1T
Tools (normal)................................................3T (refill 3b)
Tools (fancy)................................................10T (refill 1T)
Sleeping Gear ................................................................15b
Lantern..............................................................................5b
Matches (100ct box)........................................................3b
Weapons:
Knife..................................................................................3T
1-handed Weapon...........................................................5T
2-handed weapon..........................................................10T
Bow....................................................................................5T
Crossbow........................................................................10T
Pistol...............................................................................10T
Musket............................................................................15T
Scattergun......................................................................15T
Rifle.................................................................................25T
Muzzle-loading firearms are half price (rifle is not
available as a muzzle loader) double-barrel pistol and
scattergun cost and extra 2T
Clothing and Armor:
Cheap Clothes..................................................................5b
Fine Clothes.....................................................................3T
Light Armor...................................................................10T
Medium Armor.............................................................20T
Heavy Armor.................................................................50T
Animals and Vehicles:
Horse...............................................................................50T
Mule................................................................................30T

Guard Dog........................................................................5T
Cart...................................................................................5T
Wagon.............................................................................15T
Rowboat..........................................................................15T
Keelboat........................................................................300T
Galley..........................................................................1000T
Airsuit (1person).........................................................100T
Airship (5 people).......................................................500T
Sky Galleon (30 people)...........................................3000T
Miscellaneous:
Book (printed) …..........................................................10T
Book (hand written) …................................................30T
Map (common).............................................................15T
Map (rare)......................................................................30T
Spyglass ….....................................................................50T
Portrait …......................................................................15T
Carriage ride ..........................................................1b/mile
Ferry toll …...................................................................3-5b
Message …...............................................................2b/mile
Telegraph message.................................................5b/word
Work:
Hireling (Unskilled +0) …...............1T/week (52T/year)
Hireling (Novice +3).......................6T/week (312T/year)
Hireling (Skilled +6).....................12T/week (624T/year)
Hireling (Master +9).....................18T/week (936T/year)
These prices are for five days of work per week.
Drugs and Poisons:
Dose of Drug........................................................1b/5b/1T
Cask of Ale............................................................1b/5b/1T
Bottle of Wine......................................................5b/1T/2T
Bottle of Liquor...................................................1T/2T/3T
Elvish Venom.........................................................1T/dose

Magic
Magic in Torata is a powerful, if subtle force. There is
much debate about the source of magic. Some say it
flows from a deity, others from the luminiferous aether
that surrounds the world and holds the stars. A newer
school of thought treats magic as a fundamental force,
much like electricity or gravity. Experiments by mages
from the Loacite Tower have shown that any creature
capable of manipulating a magical field has deposits
of loacite residing in its brain. This reinforces an old
tradition many mages have of eating small quantities of
powdered loacite. Indeed, several naturalists from the
Academy for Natural Scieces in Bridgeton have shown
that many of the cultivated plants grown across Torata
contain higher amounts of dissolved loacite in their tissues as compared to their wild relatives. Whatever the
source, magic is a powerful tool for those with the will
and the patience to learn. While many people know a
few weak spells, only the truly dedicated (and usually
only those who can afford a professional education)
generally move beyond the basics. While many mages
make flourishes, and casting often leaves smells behind
(cinnamon, ozone, copper, and citrus are the most
common), magic requires no specific incantations or
hand gestures. Skilled mages can cast spells with little
more than a look of intense focus.
Spells in Torata come in one of 4 varieties: 1XP, 3XP,
5XP or 7XP. Torata is a low-magic setting, so spells
cost 3EP per point of XP to cast. That means a 3XP
spell would cost 9EP to cast, while a 5XP spell would
cost 15EP. Spells that have multiple varieties (say a 1, a
3, and a 5 XP version of the same spell) must be purchased in order (meaning that before you can buy the
3XP version, you must first buy the 1XP version).
Spell Energy Costs:
1XP : 3EP
3XP : 9EP
5XP : 15EP
7XP : 21EP
This may seem incredibly costly at first glance, but
keep in mind that powerful spells are rare, and can
have a profound effect on the game. In addition, there

are ways to store energy in loacite. Loacite is a magically conductive form of rose quartz that can act as a
sort of magical storage device.
Loacite can hold 1EP per oz. It drains 1EP/oz/round of
physical contact with a living thing. Mages must learn
the spell “Energy Shunt” to be able to draw energy
back out of loacite. Loacite also gathers energy from
sunlight. If left out in the sun for a full hour, a chunk of
loacite is “charged” to maximum capacity. Many professional mages carry small pouches made of copper
chain for storing loacite so that it can be exposed to
the sun. The copper allows currents of energy to flow
freely between the pieces of loacite, allowing those hidden against the mage’s body to pull energy from those
on the sun-facing outside of the bag, since copper is
also magically conductive. A failed spell (such as one
where a target succesfully makes a Resolve check to
resist a spell’s effects) still costs the caster the EP cost of
the spell.
Magical Dampening: Salt and Silk both dampen magical fields (much as copper and loacite conduct them).
This causes problems, especially for casters at sea. A
character wearing a silk head covering may roll twice
and take the better result when defending against an
enchantment spell cast on them. Because of this, many
military officers’ helmets are lined with silk. Casters
cannot cast into salt water directly, and must roll twice
and take the worse result if they are doused in salt or
salt water. Often mage academies are plastered with a
special paint that contains salt and the rooms are divided by silk hangings to prevent magical leakage, and
to contain botched spells.
Spell Backfire: On a roll of snakeyes (the dice display
two 1s) a cast spell backfires on the caster. It is up to
the GM to determine the exact effects, but in general
they are similar to what the effects would have been,
just directed at the caster. The caster must still pay the
EP cost for the spell, as with any failed spell.
SPELLS:

All spells are a full round action unless otherwise
stated. This can be reduced to a half-round action by
taking the “Fast Caster” talent. Most spells (except
those that cause immediate, permanent effects) can be
undone or countered by the same spell. In addition,
many spells are listed as Spell1/Spell2. These spells are
two sides of the same coin. That is, they operate on the
same basic principle turned in two different directions.
Thus, characters don’t have to take them as seperate
spells. Spells below are listed in alphabetical order:
Binding (1, 3, 5, 7XP):
This spell causes a pliable material to become rigid.
It has numerous uses, including turning clothing to
armor, making rope as hard as iron, or paralyzing
enemies. When used to make armor, the 1XP version
turns cloth to light armor, the 3XP version creates
medium, and the 5XP version creates heavy. The 7XP
version also creates heavy, but the damage reduction
from this armor is also applicable against attacks by
firearms, unlike normal armor. When used to paralyze
a creature, the caster rolls 2d6 + the XP cost of the
spell + their Willpower against a Resolve check by the
target. All versions of this spell last for 1 hour per XP
cost of the spell.
Call/Calm Storm (3, 5XP):
This spell can be used to attract or repel a storm. The
3XP version is only enough to change the intensity
or direction of wind, while the 5XP version can actually call or dispell entire storms. The results can be
somewhat unpredictable, as the kind of storm called is
based on the climate of the region. For instance, in the
rain-poor desert, only fierce winds will arrive, resulting
in a sandstorm, while in the frigid north, a blizzard is
more likely. At sea, this spell most often causes violent
lightning storms, while in the south it calls monsoons
with heavy rains and brutal winds. Calming works as
the name implies, pacifying violent weather.
Create Light (1, 3, 5XP):
This spell can be used to create light (which can be
used to make an illusion). The brightness level is
limited by the XP cost of the spell. The 1XP version is

as strong as a candle, the 3XP has the brightness of a
torch, and the 5XP is as bright as daylight, though it
can only illuminate an area roughly the size of a ballroom at most.
Deflect (1, 3, 5, 7XP):
Deflect allows a caster to defend in combat using
magic. They may roll 2d6 + the XP cost of the spell
used + their Willpower to defend from any type of
attack, including ranged attacks or electricity, heat,
or cold damage that would normally be impossible to
defend against.
Detect Life (3XP):
This spell enables the caster to feel the web of energy
around them. The longer a character focuses, the more
detailed information they can gather. One round tells
the caster how many animals are in the immediate
area and their rough location. Two rounds tell them
roughly what species those animals are and extends the
range out to a thousand feet. Three rounds tells them
the sex of these creatures, their exact locations, and
extends the range to a quarter mile. The EP cost of this
spell must only be paid once per casting, though the
spell can last for multiple rounds. If a caster concentrates, they can maintain this spell for an hour, keeping tabs on the movements of the living things around
them.
Dispel Magic (1, 3, 5, 7XP):
This spell is a favorite of professional casters who go
into combat or deal with catching criminals. It allows
a caster to negate a spell’s effects or even to prevent a
spell from being cast. To stop the effects of a currently
cast spell like Illusion or Heat/Cool, the caster makes
a roll of 2d6 + the XP cost of the Dispel used + their
Willpower against 2d6 + the XP cost of the spell being
dispelled + the Willpower of the mage who cast the
spell being dispelled. If they succeed, the spell ends.
To prevent a mage from casting a spell, this spell can
be cast pre-emptively on a target. If, on their turn, the
target tries to cast a spell, the same rolls apply as previously stated. Should the target fail to overcome your
dispel check result, they fail to cast their spell, but still
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expend the EP that would have been used.
Dream Sending (5XP):
This spell allows a dream (or nightmare) to be sent to
a target many miles away. The caster must know the
person, and their general location.
Enchantment (1, 3, 5, 7XP):
Enchatment affects a single target’s mind, allowing the
caster to influence their emotions or even their senses.
Enchantment can be used to make a target docile or
violent, to cause them to sleep or wake up, to get them
to believe a lie or disbelieve the truth, forget something, or to fill them with fear or courage. The caster
rolls 2d6 and adds the XP cost of the spell used and
their Willpower against a Resolve check by the target.
The effects of this spell last for roughly an hour or so,
with the exception of causing fear, which takes more
effort on the part of the caster and lasts for a number
of rounds equal to the amount by which the caster beat
the target’s resolve roll (much like damage in combat).
Energy Shunt (1, 3, 5, 7):
This spell is unique, in that it takes no energy to cast.
Rather, it’s a way to move energy from loacite or even
from other living creatures. When used on loacite, this
spell allows a caster to pull 3, 9, 15, or 21EP from the
stone per round (usually to augment or replace their
own energy when casting other spells. This is a passive
effect that doesn’t take any time or require any roll.
When used to move energy from one creature to another, there is a significant amount of energy loss. The
1XP version allows the caster to shunt 3EP out of one
creature and put 1EP into another (including themselves. The 3XP version drains 9EP and shunts 3EP,
the 5XP version drains 15EP and shunts 5EP, and the
7XP version drains 21EP and shunts 7EP. An unwilling
target may make a Resolve check to avoid this energy
drain, against the caster’s roll of 2d6 + the XP cost of
the shunt used + their Willpower. The fact that most
professional casters know this spell is one of the reasons they command so much respect (some would say
fear), since this spell is legal to use in most regions for
self-defense or the prevention of a crime. Casters can

even use this to drain energy from the surrounding
animal or even plant life in a lush environment, though
this is frowned upon by certain schools of thought,
especially the Walkers in the Green. Shunting energy
from one organism to another is a full-round action.
Healing (1, 3, 5, 7XP):
In general, healing allows a caster to heal physical
damage. The 1XP version of this spell heals 1HP, the
3XP heals 3, the 5XP heals 5, and the 7XP heals 7.
Healing can also cure certain diseases, though this
must be applied with care, since it can make others
disastrously worse. Essentially, healing increases the
metabolism of the target to incredible speeds, allowing for quick (if painful) healing of serious injuries.
Illnesses or doses of poison that the target would
normally be able to recover from can be healed instantly by any level of healing spell. However, illnesses
that would normally kill the victim will be sped up as
well. This includes cancers, lethal doses of poison, and
diseases that the victim wouldn’t have recovered from.
It’s also worth mentioning that certain procedures
can be botched without proper medical training. For
instance, Healing can instantly heal a broken bone, but
if the bone isn’t set properly before the spell is cast, it
will heal wrong. Common uses for healing include:
Physical trauma, minor illnesses, lethargy, sobering the
drunk, and instant healing of diseases after treatment
with medicine. Magic should never be used to treat the
following: cancer, untreated serious illness, improperly set broken bones, or high doses of toxins. Magical
healing has no effect on: mental disorders, nausea, or
certain magic-resistant diseases. Magic healing must
NEVER be used on a pregnant woman, as it causes
disastrous results for both mother and child. Magical
healing is extremely painful, and leaves the target incredibly hungry and thirsty. It also leaves scars the way
normal healing would.
Heat/Cool (1, 3, 5XP):
This spell enables the caster to heat or cool an object by
touching it. The 1XP version heats as a candle or cools
as an ice cube, the 3XP version heats as a campfire or
cools as a snowdrift, and the 5XP version heats as a

kiln or cools as the waters of the North Sea (enough
to freeze a person to the bone in under a minute). The
1XP version does no lasting harm, and is often used
to treat fevers or hypothermia, but if the 3 XP version
is used on a person, it deals 3 HP damage per round.
The 5XP version deals 9HP damage per round. Targets
having this spell cast on them (objects do not get a
defence roll against this spell as they would against a
Hex or a normal attack) are entitled to a Resolve check
in order to resist the magic against the caster’s roll of
2d6 + the XP cost of the spell + their Willpower. The
heat anargy that this spell manipulates is never lost,
rather it is transferred to or drawn from the surrounding area. Thus when a caster uses this spell to cool an
object, the excess heat is vented into the surrounding
air, while the heat used to heat an object with this spell
is pulled from the surrounding air. This has given rise
to the phrase “Colder than a blacksmith’s attic” in reference to the fact that the air near a forge is often many
degrees colder than the ambient air temperature elsewhere in the area. The use of this spell on people, even
in self defense, has been banned on penalty of death
in nearly every nation on the continent since the end
of the Great War (Kololand and the Land of the Chosen are notable exceptions, as neither participated too
heavily in the Great War). The Walkers in the Green
take a particularly serious view of this crime, and perform spot executions without a trial when they judge
there to be sufficient evidence of this spell’s use on a
person (that is, when used maliciously, not as in the
medical uses mentioned above). Most frequently this
spell is used by meat or produce shippers to cool goods
during transport, or by artisans like potters, smiths, or
cooks to provide heat for their trade.
Hex/Ward (1, 3, 5, and 7XP):
Hexing damages objects just as a normal attack would.
The caster rolls 2d6 and adds the XP cost of the Hex
used + their Willpower against the object’s defense.
This can be extremely useful for breaking small, critically important objects like tree branches, the chain on
a chandelier, the axle on a wagon, or the rudder of a
ship. Warding functions in quite the opposite. A warded object can “defend” itself from attacks (including

hexes). While a normal unattended object gets nothing
but a defensive roll of 2d6 (no modifiers), a warded
object defends itself using the casting roll of the mage
who did the warding. This roll is 2d6 + the XP cost of
the ward used + the caster’s Willpower. A warding lasts
for a number of days equal to the XP cost used.
Illusion (1, 3, 5, 7XP):
This spell allows the caster to bend actual light, creating an image from nothing. Onlookers are entitled to a
Resolve check against the caster’s roll of 2d6 + the XP
cost of the spell used + the caster’s Willpower to realize
the illusion is fake (though they still see it, which can
be useful if all you need to do is obscure their sight).
This spell cannot be cast in complete darkness, though
it can be used to bend light away from an area, creating a patch of darkness. The size of this area is largely
up to the GM, but usually can’t exceed the size of a
large ballroom, even among the most powerful mages.
The image can be anything the caster can visualize,
though extremely unlikely images may allow the target
a chance to roll twice and take the better result on their
Resolve check. A static image or an image that moves
on a repeated loop will persist for one hour per point
of XP in the cost of the spell (thus a 3XP illusion spell
would last for three hours) without the caster having to
focus on it. Moving images that are required to interact
with a target must be maintained by constant focus on
the caster’s part. Spells cast in such a way last for up to
an hour before the energy cost must be paid again.
Pact/Curse (1, 3, 5, 7XP):
A pact is a way of setting conditional triggers for a
spell, while a curse is a pact laid upon an unwilling
subject. These spells takes a minimum of 1 minute to
cast, but can take longer depending on the length of
the specifications laid out in the pact (curses are often
less complex than pacts). Part of the spell involves
casting one or more spells that are triggered by breaking the pact. However these extra spells don’t need to
be paid for in EP by the caster, rather they are paid for
by the target if the pact is ever broken (or the curse is
ever triggered). While a pact is entered into willingly,
a curse entitles the target to a Resolve check against
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the caster’s roll of 2d6 + the XP cost of the spell + their
Willpower. The amount of spells that can be put into a
single pact or curse is equal to 3EP worth of spells per
XP cost of the spell used. Thus, a 3XP pact can contain 9EP worth of spells, while a 5XP pact can contain
15EP worth of spells. For example, let’s say there are
two merchants negotiating a trade agreement. In order
to ensure that they both stick to the contract, a caster is
hired to cast a pact on both of them. The caster uses a
3XP version of pact (for a cost of 9EP to the caster for
each of the merchants, total of 18EP), that containts
three 1XP enchantment spells. Since the targets enter
into the pact willingly, 1XP spells can be used, as there
is no chance the spells will fail. The first enchantment
causes the target to feel an unrelenting compulsion
to find a public place, the second causes them to feel
an insatiable desire to disrobe, and the third makes
them want to act like a chicken more than anything in
the world. Such pacts are often used to ensure public
humiliation for any merchant who breaks a contract.
In fact, some cities even have a small pedestal in their
square called a “shame dais” which are typically used
as targets to make an example of anyone who would
break a pact. A popular magic item for wealthy resaurants or other buildings is an enchanted archway that
curses anyone who walks in with a pact that prevents
them from commiting violence with penaties ranging
from simple enchantments to placate violence all the
way to energy drains.
Root (5XP):
Root lets a caster cement themselves or an object to
another object or surface so that a DC 17 Athletics
check is required to pry them apart. This can be used
while falling to grab a flat wall or cliff, though it usually results in a broken arm and some HP damage. Any
part of a caster’s body can be rooted. This cannot be
cast on others, or even any creature able to manipulate
magical fields (magical beasts).
Silence/Amplify (3, 5XP):
This spell can be used to muffle or project sound. The
3XP version completely nullifies or doubles the sound
produced by one target. This entitles that target to a

reroll on a failed stealth check that involves being silent
if Silence is used. The amplification allows the target’s
voice to project above the din of a large crowd, and
is useful for making speeches. The 5XP version can
completely dampen the sound in a ten foot radius of
the caster, or allow the sound of a single person’s voice
to become powerful enough to deafen listeners for 1
minute. This spell lasts for ten minutes, and cannot be
defended against by an unwilling recipient.
Massive Spells, Group Casting, and Rituals:
Some spells, especially those used in regional defense
or other large-scale casting, have energy requirements
too high for a single caster to ever fulfill on their own
in a single round. Two options are generally available
to get around this. The first is group casting. Multiple
casters who maintain physical contact, often in the
form of a mage circle, may all contribute energy to the
casting of a single spell. These casters act like batteries
to fuel the spell cast by the lead mage, who makes any
rolls that need to be rolled. Rituals are very long spells
cast by a single individual. They involve the storage of
massive amounts of energy in loacite over a long period of time (hours to days depending on the method
used). This energy is released all at once and focused
through the caster, often at considerable risk to their
mind and body. Characters performing rituals must
make a Resolve check at a DC of 7 + 1 per 30EP in the
spell’s energy cost. Should they fail, they are drained
entirely of energy (rendering them unconscious), and
their Intelligence bonus is permenantly reduced by 1.
Casters may take 7 on this check.
Powerful spells are not given in detail here. They are
mostly meant to be used by GMs to come up with
special huge spells for the sake of a plot. EP costs for
powerful spells could be anywhere from 30 to several
hundred XP.

Magical Goods
Loacite:
Loacite Powder...........................................................1T/oz
1oz Rock...........................................................................5T
3oz Rock.........................................................................18T
9oz Rock.........................................................................72T
15oz Rock.....................................................................165T
21 oz Rock....................................................................315T
Magic Items:
1XP spell..............................................................40T (30T)
3XP spell..........................................................140T (120T)
5XP spell...........................................................300T(240T)
7XP spell..........................................................500T (420T)
3EP Pistol Cartridge/Arrow..................................5T (3T)
9EP Musket/Scattergun Cartridge/Arrow...........8T (6T)
Potions or candles:
1XP Spell..................................................................5T (3T)
3XP Spell...................................................................8T(6T)
5XP Spell................................................................12T(9T)
7XP Spell..............................................................15T(12T)
Creating Magic Items: Magic items are made of a number of small 1oz chunks of loacite tethered by copper
bindings to a larger spellstone. This spellstone contains
a single spell and acts as a sort of lens for the energy
in the smaller chunks to focus through. Creating a
magic item costs enough 1oz chunks of loacite to hold
the energy required for the spell as well as a spellstone
large enough to hold the spell. The copper wire cost
is negligible compared to the cost of the loacite. In
addition, the labor involved takes 1 day for each XP in
the cost of the spell. The laborer must know the spell,
and labor costs are worked into the overall prices given
above. Prices in parentheses to the right are the prices
of raw materials (should a character make their own
items after taking the “Magewright” talent, thus eliminating the cost of labor).
Magical ammuntiion:
Magical ammunition is either an arrow with a loacite

head or a firearm cartridge with loacite mixed into
the gunpowder. 3EP worth of spells can be put into a
cartridge for a pistol or an arrow for a shortbow (one
that can be used from horseback), while 9EP worth of
spells can be put into a cartridge for a musket or a scattergun, or the head of an arrow for a longbow. Typical
spells used for these purposes are: Binding or Root
to paralyze enemies, Create Light to send up a signal
flare,
Potions are liquid suspensions of loacite with a spell
cast onto them. They use the energy of the caster during creation to cast a spell, rather than sapping the
user’s, as a magic item normally would. Potions are
typically used for Healing, Enchatment, Binding, or
Dispel Magic specifically to remove a curse.
Magic candles are made with loacite mixed into the
wax and a spell cast over them. By burning them, you
generate a continuous spell effect. This is most frequently used for the spells: Heat/Cool, Enchantment,
Illusion, Dispel Magic, Hex/Ward, Deflect, Silence/
Amplify or, ironically, Create Light. This effect has a radius of roughly 10 feet centered on the candle and lasts
for 10 minutes. Larger candles can be made, and the
price should be multiplies accordingly (thus a candle
that burns twice as long costs twice as much).

Organizations
Throughout Torata there are a number of different
organizations, guilds, unions, orders, and companies.
This list, while nowhere near exhaustive, showcases
some of the more prominent as well as detailing their
benefits and entry requirements, should a character
wish to play a member. As with any organization,
the “Credentials” Talent must be taken in addition to
meeting the prerequisites to be a part of any organization. Some organizations do not have entrance requirements.
Birnleavy Ironworks: One of the oldest, and certainly
the most influential business in the north of Torata,
Birnleavy Ironworks hold claim to a sizeable legacy,
both good and bad. Though they made their fortune
arming the Imperial armies that colonized the Lower
Continent, they also sold guns at cost to the south
during the Great War. While the bulk of their income
derives from firearms, they also make a substantial
profit teaching smiths of all types and manufacturing
more mundane objects like horshoes, nails, chain, and
armor. Run by Maeve Birnleavy, and based in Bridgeton, they are an economic and political force to be
reckoned with, and have buildings in every major city
on the continent.
Membership Requirements: A character wishing to
play a member of the Birnleavy Ironworks must have
at least 3 ranks in a Trade skill that involves item
creation, such as smithing, leatherworking, pottery,
engineering, or carpentry (though usually not tailoring, as this business is monopolized in most regions by
the Goodshuttle Company.
Walkers in the Green: An ancient druidic organization, the Walkers were formed by an enigmatic shaman
know only as Wali. Thousands of years old, their main
purpose is to regulate and punish misuse of magic.
Their age-old information networks were instrumental
in winning the Great War, and they were heavily involved in the treaty that followed, placing tight restrictions on the use of magic in combat. New Walkers are
sent to areas where the local Walker council believes
their skills will be of the most use. Though lots of

people are more than happy to host a Walker in their
homes, some especially those in Blackbeach, Sun’s Pass,
and Stoneroot are distrustful of the group, and see
them as interfering busybodies.
Membership Requirements: To be a Walker in the
Green, a character must know the Dispel Magic spell,
the 1XP Healing spell, have 3 ranks in Trade (Healing), 3 ranks in any one Melee ( ) skill, and 3 Ranks in
Knowledge (Nature). In addition, most Walkers practice Arallu, though this is not an actual requirement
for membership.
Nozevi: Originally a group of petty criminals on the
streets of Lanternton, the Nozevi ranks swelled during
the Dwarven Occupation. Their organization was one
of the first to lead revolts against the Empire, igniting
the fire of the Great War. Fiercely racist and nationalist,
the Nozevi protect gnomes first and foremost. However, their criminal roots run deep, and they are still
heavily involved in illegal activities. They are a major
political force on the west coast, and have recently
been trying to make expansions into Summerland.
They helped finance the Sugar Coast rebellion, and as
such maintain a good relationship with, and presence
within, the nation.
Membership Requirements: To join the Nozevi, a
character must be of gnomish heritage, have 3 ranks in
Stealth, 3 ranks in Melee (Light), and must secure the
patronage of a current Nozevi member. Once initiated, they are given a razorknife (treated as a “Sharp”
weapon mechanically). This small, sharp blade is worn
prominently in a purple sheath to denote their membership. Many Nozevi members wear purple articles of
clothing, such as arm bands, bandanas, pocket squares,
or sashes as well.
Hand of Mudil: While many mercenary companies
exist, the Hand of Mudil stands out in both size and
brutality. Formed in the wake of the Great War, they
are made up of dwarvish nationalist extremists who
sell their services to the highest bidder. Many large
companies, important politicians, wealthy merchants,

and even notable casters hire them as bodyguards or
insurance against piracy or banditry.
Membership Requirements: Characters playing a
member of the Hand of Mudil must have 5 ranks in
any one Melee ( ) skill, 5 ranks in Shooting, and must
have a Resolve bonus of at least +5. Most members are
of dwarvish descent, but the Hand doesn’t mind taking
on outsiders who prove themselves capable.
Sisters of the Mind’s Eye: A mysterious group operating out of Summerland, the sisters are an all-female
group, predominantly elvish, who specialize in illusion
and enchantment magic. Their motives are difficult to
discern, but they are whispered to command a sizeable
amount of political sway in the region.
Membership Requirements: Characters playing a sister
of the mind’s eye must be female. They must further
have the 5XP version (and therefore the 1 and 3 XP
versions) of either Illusion or Enchantment, and their
Speech skill must be at least +5.
Magewright’s Guild: Originally started by those mages
who maintained the spells supporting the collosal
stones of Bridegton, this guild is now one of the largest manufacturer of magical items in Torata. They are
also one of the largest purchasers of Loacite and copper on the Continent. Their headquarters is located in
Lakeside, but they have offices in every major city, and
their members are among some of the most celebrated
mages in the world.
Membership Requirements: Magewrights must have
the “Magewright” talent, and must know at least 15XP
worth of spells. In addition their Resolve bonus must
be at least +3.

Membership Requirements: Couriers must have an
Athletics bonus of at least +5, and must own their own
vehicle, be it a horse, a boat, or a wagon (if they carry
cargo. They must also have a Riding or Driving skill of
at least +3.
Toratan Women’s Shelter: Founded by Inga Threetooth, the Women’s Shelter serves to help abused or
homeless women get back on their feet. While many
of those they help are human women fleeing from
forced Tanrist marriages, they are open to any Toratan
woman who needs their help. They have headquarters
in Lakeside, Frogport, and Bridgeton.
Whitecliff Mariner’s Guild: A loose organization of
southern seafarers, the Mariner’s Guild caters to fishers, merchants, couriers, and even recreational craft.
They provide repairyards and temporary housing for
seagoing travelers.
Membership Requirements: Membership in the mariner’s guild costs 4 Tinnies per month.
Purplefoot Vinyards: Owned and operated by the
gnome Ozel Purplefoot, this vinyard makes the bulk
of the wine on the west coast. Headquartered in Vineland, they are influential in the region’s politics and
economy.
Oakheart Lumber: Operating out of the city of Timberfell, Oakheart Lumber ships wood all across Torata.
They have interests in numerous regions, including the
bamboo production of the southern islands.

U’Brennigan and Sons Mining: Though they specialize in copper and loacite operations, U’Brennigan and
Sons (which has long been run by a board of directors
Courier’s Guild: This Pathcutter-run organization
rather than the original family, who sold the company
ships packages and mail all over Torata. Though their
for a tidy profit) also deals in coal, precious gems,
headquarters is in the small town of Stableton in the
and salt. They hold patents on numerous engineering
eastern foothills of the Mountains fo the Sun, they have marvels, and train new engineers at their academy in
stations in every major Toratan city, except Doarvh on Lakeside.
the upper continent.

History
Royal Medical Corps: Originally founded by Queen
Kaleema Bluepate of the Bluepate royal family to aid
those suffering in the Great War. Since then it has become the premier training school for those interested
in the medical arts. Graduates are expected to serve the
interest of the crown for a four-year tour before they
are allowed to start practicing on their own, and are
often sent into regions that are in severe need of help
(and often that are strategic control points for vital
resources or political causes).
Membership Requirements: Graduates of the RMC
must have the 5XP Healing spell (and therefore the 1
and 3XP versions), and at least 5 ranks in Trade (Healing). Further, they must have at least 3 ranks in either
Knowledge (Nature), or 3 ranks in Knowledge (Politics).
Anti-Magical League: A group that has gained traction since the catastrophic landslide that collapsed a
good portion of Frogport, the League holds that magic
is a dangerous force that shouldn’t be tampered with.
Though they don’t hold much if any poliical power,
their supporters are vocal, and their ranks are swelling.
They are based in Frogport, but have many supporters
in Lakeside, Whitecliff, and Bridgeton as well.
Lakeside Eyes: The Eyes are an information-gathering
network of spies and propogandists who work for the
Cloverholtian government. Based out of Lakeside, they
collect information about current events and trade in
information with other major powers.
Membership Requirements: A member of the eyes
must have a Speech bonus of at least +5 and 5 ranks in
Stealth, must know Teanga, and must pledge unswerving loyalty to Cloverholt on pain of death.
Universities
Malachite Tower - The first magical university,
the Malachite Tower stands at the top of Forgport’s
eastern bank. It teaches classical magic, focusing on
enchatment, illusion, and philosophy. While seen as
stuffy by some, it enjoys a diverse roster of students

and name recognition among all but the most isolationist areas. As the name implies, the school is graced
by a gargantuan tower clad in sheets of carved malachite that date back hundreds of years.
Loacite Tower - Founded in direct competition
with the Malachite Tower, the Loacite tower is a radical
new magical university housed in the city of Casterbay.
When Sugar Coast split off from Summerland thirty
some odd years ago, they knew a magical university
would be necessary to keep their hard-earned coin
from flowing back to their former oppressor. Clad in
thick slabs of blood loacite that gather energy from the
sun, the tower itself has numerous copper conduits
that channel the energy into classrooms, enabling the
students to work with a nearly unlimited supply of
magical energy. This energy has occasionally been used
in defense of the town, as in the event that earned the
city its name, the sinking of the Royal Armada by a
group of twelve casters standing atop the tower. The
mages, a motley crew of exiles, radicals, and shaman,
summoned a massive tidal wave that dashed the hundred Summeri ships onto the rocky spires of the city’s
bay.
Marble Tower - Originally created by the
Dwarvish Empire as a mirror school to the Malachite
Tower, the Marble Tower now enjoys a reputation as
one of the havens of liberal thought that helped sway
the minds of the dwarvish people and end Imperial
rule. Housed on the North bank of Bridgeton, the
tower stands some twelve stories tall, with a massive
magical lighthouse at its peak.
Lanterton University - A Nozevi-run magical
academy in Lanterton, the university offers training in
some of the more traditionally taboo areas of magic,
including battle magic and necromantic studies.
Membership Requirements: Most universities charge a
fee ranging from 100 - 200 Tinnies per year, and most
require that their prospective students show some
degree of talent in their chosen field.

? Time of Cold

530 A.W. - Dwarven Expansion begins

??? Great Flood

533 A.W. - Pathcutter East wiped out

??? Formation of walkers in the green

545 A.W. - Goldenvoice dynasty siezes power

??? Serpent’s Stair built in Sagemoor

554 A.W. - Marble Tower built

??? Pathcutter Wars

563 A.W. - Sisters of the Mind’s Eye formed

301 B.W. - Desertification of the Southwest

587 A.W. - Bridgeton built

244 B.W. - Walkers in the green wiped out

636 A.W. - Great War begins, Nozevi formed

286 B.W. - Dwarven Empire founded

637 A.W. - Lakeside eyes formed

112 B.W. - Blackwheel caravan founded

639 A.W. - Royal Medical Corps founded

1A.W. - Whitecliff Founded

645 A.W. - Great War ends, Cloverholt formed, slavery
abolished

132 A.W. - Mage wars and reformation of walkers in
the green

648 A.W. - Loacite Tower built

214 A.W. - Blackbeach originally unified

651 A.W. - Summerland Civil War begins

288 A.W. - River Wars Begin

652 A.W. - Summerland civil war ends, Sugar Coast
founded

303 A.W. - River Wars end, Toratan water treaty signed
311 A.W. - Whitecliff Library built
323 A.W. - Tinkerer’s Rebellion
353 A.W. - Bluepate family unites Summeri nations 		
and forms Summerland
405 A.W. - Malachite Tower built
513 A.W. - First contact between dwarves and Lower
Torata
529 A.W. - Eyeblight epidemic wipes out large parts of
northern torata, dwarves immune

663 A.W. - Whitecliff Ampitheater built
672 A.W. - Unification of Kololand
678 A.W. - Earthquake in Frogport, Formation of AntiMagical League
679 A.W. - Mine War
681 A.W. - present day

B.W. = Before Whitecliff
A.W. = After Whitecliff

Notable Figures
D - Dwarvish
E - Elvish
G - Gnomish
H - Humanish
O - Orcish
M - Male
F - Female
Living:
Maeve Birnleavy (FD) - Head of Birnleavy Ironworks,
Maeve runs a tight ship. Her employees respect her
fierce attitude and frequent charitable donations. She
seeks to make up for her company’s (and her family’s)
prior transgressions in supplying the Dwarvish Imperial armies during the occupation.
Ozel Purplefoot (MG) - Owner of Purplefoot Vineyards, the largest single producer of wine in Torata.
Ozel is known publicly as jovial and firendly, though
many rumor he and his business have deep ties to Nozevi higher-ups.
Matriarch Danubah the Blue (FG) - Leader of the Blue
Caravan, one of the oldest Glasseater wagon trains.
Matriarch Danubah is known to be stern, some would
say cruel, but with unswerving loyalty to her people.
Though she works with the Nozevi, many say that the
relationship was out of necessity, rather than choice.
Burneeza Blackwheel (FG) - Matriarch of the Blackwheel Caravan, the oldest Glasseater wagon train.
Burneeza necessarily delegates many of her duties
to her subordinates, but likes to make showy public
appearances at festivals and important community
events. Her family has held the place at the front of the
Blackwheel caravan for sixteen generations.
Olestro Mossfoot (MO) - Though the Walkers in the
Green do not have a single formal leader (rather they
are led by a council of elders), Olestro Mossfoot is often looked to for advice by the other Elders. His insight
into both Arallu and Toratan geopolitics stem from a

wild youth, which he spent traveling the continent. His
name is well known among most Toratan households,
though there are some who curse it, rather than celebrate it, and several warrants for his arrest still exist.
King Gurdeep Bluepate (ME) - The current ruler of
the Undersun Empire, Gurdeep is a benevolent, if
some say ineffectual, king. His programs have pushed
for Summeri public education in rural regions, public
libraries, and access roads to villages that could previously only be reached by foot. Though the senate limits
his power, he cheerily shapes Summerland’s social
policy from his throne in Forgport.
Queen Ashreemi Bluepate (FE) - Wife of King Gurdeep and co-ruler of Summerland, the queen is known
as a hero to her people. Her mother, well-loved for
fighting on the front lines of the Great War alongside
peasants and farmers, instilled in her a sense of duty
to country that has stayed with the queen throughout
her life, prompting her to donate massive sums to the
Royal Medical Corps and the Toratan Women’s Shelter,
an organization that helps abused or homeless women
get back on their feet.
Headmaster Turlough U’Hennity (MD) - The elderly
headmaster at the Marble Tower, Turlough is often
seen as harsh by his students. His militaristic take on
magical training often puts him at odds with the Walkers in the Green, who frequently make surprise inspections of his facilities. Himself a veteran of the Great
War, Turlough fought for the Empire before its surrender. Some say he still harbors loyalist tendencies, but
most dismiss that as an ugly rumor spread by unhappy
students.
Governor Ontele Heavypurse (MO) - The rapacious
governor of the Fruitwood District in Whitecliff ’s
hilly northeast, Ontele has a reputation for greed and
gluttony. Himself immensly fat, the governor has been
known to sell out his citizens in pursuit of his own
wealth. Unfortunately, this has gained him no small
amount of power, and he holds a significant amount of
sway in the Whitecliff senate. He has been re-elected

nine times in a row, an incredible feat even for the
most well-loved governors, and many say his elections
are rigged. Many more whisper of ties to the Nozevi, or
the Sisters of the Mind’s eye, but these could simply be
rumors spread by a disgruntled populace.

to kings, peasants, and artisans, making no discrimination between social class, race, gender, or religion.
Many stories have sprung up around his dealings, but
all agree that he is unpredictable, highly intelligent,
and more than a little mad.

Mayor Konstolo Whitebanner (MO) - The mayor of
Whitecliff, and one of the most powerful men in all of
Torata - or so he’d have you believe. In truth, the mayor
is little more than a figurehead, trotted out by the
governors for holidays and parades, and a scapegoat
for the nation’s problems. He is always friendly and
courteous, apologetic towards those the government
has wronged, but ultimately powerless to effect any
meaningful change in the region.

Hellata Nightsail (FO) - A notorious smuggler of
contraband from the Land of the Chosen to Stoneroot,
Hellata operates along the eastern coast of Torata. She
has eluded capture numerous times, and sunk more
than one military vessel that pursued her. Her crew is
fiercely loyal, and reportedly filthy rich.

Mellas Drypowder (ME) - An infamous pistolero who
hails from the southwest coast of Whitecliff, Mellas has
made a name for himself throughout Whitecliff, Sagemoor, and Summerland as a crack shot.
Zenya Blackthumb (FH) - Editor-in-Chief at the Lakeside Herald, Zenya works tirelessly to expose political
corruption, report on shady business dealings, and
spread important news across Torata. She regularly
gives discounts to smaller papers across Torata for
sydicating important stories. As a child she fled a Tanrist forced marriage in a small mountain village. This
has contributed to her notorious anti-religious bent,
something that would be difficult for a public figure to
maintain outside of Lakeside.
Arifa Coincounter (FG) - Arifa is a well-known traveling merchant from the southwest. Though she hails
from Sagemoor, her allegiance is to no one but her
coinpurse. She commonly trades in firearms, drugs,
medicine, pornography, and fine clothing.
Mad Abdul Tallowfinger (MG) - One of the most notorious figures in Torata, this gnome has been roaming
the land, selling magic candles for hundreds of years.
Many say he simply passes the title from father to son,
but the sketches of him from centuries ago look nearly
identical to his current appearance. He sells his wares

His Honor Judge Naigyan of the Thousand Splendid
Magnificences of the Golden Voice (ME) - The boy
king of the Land of the Chosen, Naigyan has little time
for his own affairs. Much of his day is spent in session
with his advisor, Gyun of the Resplendent Golden Vision, who whispers in his ear and controls the nation
from behind closed doors. In truth, Naigyan is a kind
soul, who’d like nothing more than to play a bit of
hoop-jump with other children his age.
Kaidan Rootrunner (ME) - Little is known about this
engimatic figure, save that he is a member of the Rootfolk that inhabit the sawmps of the Land of the Chosen, and that he has led numerous rebellion against the
Goldenvoice regime, all unsuccessful.
Gullidan Oakheart (MD) - A stout merchant prince
of the north, Gullidan owns and operates the Oakheart Timber company. His company supplies most
of the timber for the northeast, and has contracts in
regions as far south as Highcannon. Gullidan is a gruff
man, preferring solitude to the company of others. In
many ways he is much like the many lumberjacks he
employs, camping, hiking, fishing, and hunting in his
spare time.
Hamish U’Harridan (MD) - Arguably the single most
ruthless man alive, Hamish is the Commander of the
Hand of Mudil, a particularly large and brutal company of mercenaries. His mentor, Harridan the Black,
founded the company at the end of the Great War,

Notable Figures (cont.)
and he took over upon Harridan’s death, changing his
name in honor of his bloodthirsty predecessor. His
tactics are harsh but effective, and have earned the
Hand of Mudil a reputation as the go-to service for the
wealthy elite.
Tungus Mucullidy (MD) - A skilled utility mage and
a graduate of the Marble Tower, Tungus is the current
head of the Magewright’s Guild. His friendly demeanor
and sharp wit have earned him a reputation as a trustworthy businessman among the common folk.
Mother Deep-Eyes (FE) - The enigmatic leader of the
Sisters of the mind’s eye, Mother Deep-Eyes is rarely
seen in public. Few know what she truly looks like, and
fewer still can guess at her motives. One thing is clear,
though: she has a strong distaste for the Nozevi.
Father Yanosh Silvertongue (MH) - A wandering priest
of Tanri, Yanosh has spread the good word to regions
as far away as the eastern wilderness. He dreams of
rebuilding the Pathcutter East, and has consulted with
numerous heads of state on doing so. His fierce devotion to his religion, and his great, bushy beard have
earner him a reputation as a bit of a wild man, despite
his typically calm demeanor and deliberate way of
speaking.
Tariq Redblade (MG) - The current General of the Nozevi, Tariq took over when the previous General, Jarad
Redblade, died under somewhat suspicious circumstances. Tariq’s fervent nationalist racism and greed
have pushed the Nozevi into rapid expansion of late.
His mood is said to be unpredictable and violent, and
he has been seen frequenting both opium dens and
Tanrist churches with regularity.
Father Yuri the Bright (MH) - The current High Priest
of Tanri (among the Pathcutter anyway), Yuri has tried
vehemently to pull away from the religion’s radical
roots and move towards a more moderate, tolerant
version of Tanrism. His staunch opposition of forced
marriage has earned him the ire of many of his underfellows, and how he came to power remains a mystery

to many. He currently makes his home in Sun’s Pass,
but travels frequently.
Elder Bravda the Content (MH) - The Mayor of Sun’s
Pass, Bravda is, by all accounts, fat and lazy. He hollowly mouths the words of the daily prayers, and makes
empty speeches at festivals, but is mostly interested in
the abundant gifts offered to him by travelers through
this major trade route. He has, however, the backing of
the church, and therefore remains in power.
Daughter Olga the Kind (FH) - A powerful healer and
a devoted Tanrist missionary, Daughter Olga spends
her days in the most vile of loacations - war torn
hellholes and disease-ridden cesspits - tending to the
sick and dying. She has attracted quite a cult following, who protect, house, and feed her on her wanderings. Despite her kindness she is a staunch Tanrist,
who believes women should be subservient to men in
all things, and as such, will only treat women if their
husbands or fathers allow it.
Kolo (MO) - The fierce and intelligent Warlord Supreme of Kololand. He unified the southeastern tribes
under one banner and strives to modernize the formerly destitute region. He is fascinated by history and
archaeology, and his jsutice is harsh.
Historical:
Emperor Marwick Bryggs I, called Marwick the Fierce
(MD) - The First of his name, Marwick was emperor
when first contact was made between the Dwarves and
the lower continent. His imperialistic policies fueled
the Dwarven Expansion across Torata, and only with
his death in 542 A.W. did the expansion come to a halt.
Emperor Marwick Bryggs II, called Marwick the
Benevolent (MD) - Son of Marwick I, Marwick II was
a much more moderate ruler. He focused on improving the existing empire, bolstering trade routes, building roads and cities, and strengthening the thinlystretched military. He lived an unfortunately short life,

and died at the age of 82 in 582 A.W.
Emperor Marwick Bryggs III, called Marwick the
Lame (MD) - Marwick II’s Progeny, Marwick III was
corrupt and ultimately incompetent. His rule slipped
into the hands of merchant oligarchs who played him
like a puppet, leading to his early death under questionable circumstances in 630 A.W.
Emperor Marwick Bryggs IV, called Marwick the
Unjust (MD) - Son of Bryggs III, Marwick IV fought to
regain his fathers empire in decline. His policies were
harsh and his pity for the common folk sparse. He was
Emperor during the vast majority of the Great War,
until his assassination at the hands of a human sniper
in 645A.W.
Emperor Marwick Bryggs V, called Marwick the Brief
(MD) - Sole male heir to the Dwarven Empire, his
reign at the age of 26 (late childhood for Dwarves)
only lasted two months. In the late days of the war, as
southern forces marched on the Imperial Palace, he
was flung from a window to the streets below by an angry mob of rebels in order to prevent the sack of their
city. Official records show that he had a sister, one Mallory Bryggs, who many whisper escaped the executions
that befell the rest of the royal family.
Jack Slaughter (MH) - An escaped slave towards the
end of the Dwarven Occupation, he was well known
across the south for brutally murdering dwarvish
slaveholders and cutting off their beards. Likely he
inspired a number of copycats, as several cities claim to
be his original hunting grounds.
Queen Kaleema Bluepate (FE) - Mother of the Current Queen of Summerland, Kaleema was renowned
for fighting alongside her troops during the Great War.
She founded the Royal Medical Corps, and lost an eye
in service to her country at the Battle of Hope’s Bastion.
Wali (MO) - Little is known about this semi-mythical
figure from Torata’s past. He is said to be the founder

of the Walkers in the Green, a shaman of unsurpassed
magical ability. Stories echo with his prowess, claiming
he could call down bolts of lightning on a clear day,
or tame dragons with a wave of his hand. Most likely
these are propoganda, spread by the walkers to swell
their ranks with eager young initiates, but his name
does pop up in historical records from a number of
cultures.
Hamiz Redblade - The founder of the Nozevi, Hamiz
came from abject poverty, the son of a gnomish
washerwoman and an absent father. Growing up in
Blackbeach, he witnessed firsthand the cruelty of the
Dwarven army, and decided he would pay them back
in kind. Hamiz took the name Redblade when he slit
the throat of a dwarven watchman who beat his mother for being out after curfew. He and his gang quickly
rose to power in blackbeach, ousting the Dwarven
Military and sparking the Great War.

Notable Beasts
The creatures listed below are, by dint of their magical
nature or unique qualities, worth special mention:
Rudikai: Perhaps the most noteworthy of beasts, the
Rudikai are a race of vicious creatures that appear
in western Toratan folklore. Cave paintings by early
gnomish tribes depict fierce battles with creatures that
bear the aspects of black-and-white apelike reptiles.
Though no one in modern times has seen one, some
claim to have sighted strange wicker vessels far out to
sea in the west, and every so often a farmer will dig up
a mass grave with a few dozen oddly-shaped skeletons.
Their language, a primitive glyph writing, can sometimes be found in what many scholars believe to be
long-abandoned Rudikai settlements.
Sea Serpents: In deeper waters, some species of eel can
reach gargantuan sizes. Stories from frightened sailors tell of beasts so large they could swallow a house
whole. In some tales, the massive serpents can shoot
lightning from their eyes or mouth. Indeed, there are
several smaller species of eel that have been known to
produce electricity, lending creedence to these terrifying yarns.
Great Orange Whale: Only a rare few have ever laid
eyes on a living great orange whale and lived to tell.
Sailors say the size of the beasts is indescribable, save
that when they surface, the sun is often blotted from
the sky. Old elvish folktalkes often talk of cities swallowed whole, or of entire islands on the backs of these
behemoths. What is known, however, is that they only
live in the deepest of waters off the coasts of Torata.
Their size seems to keep the from coming any closer.
Sky Serpent: These massive snakes live high in the
mountaints, preying on goats and and unwary travelers who wander into their territory. The brave ( or the
foolish, depending on who you talk to) have seen them
riding through the skies on cushions of lightning, and
in Tanrist mythology, they are said to be the bringers
of thunderstorms. Indeed, many an unlucky mountaineer, sheltering from a storm in some small crevace
has emptied their bladder at the outline of one of these

great beasts, silhouetted by lightning against a cloudwall for the briefest of moments. By all accounts they
are incredibly fast, and prefer to dive bomb their prey.
Sand Serpents: In the deep deserts of the southeast
and southwest live great worms that burrow in teh soft
sands. Their hide coated with tough armor, these blind
serpents find prey by tracking the vibrations.
Blood Vulture: These large carrion birds inhabit the
western coast of Torata, and have inspiured many legends thanks to two unique traits. The first is the ability
to mimic the language of sentient creatures. Though
they cannot converse, they often say disturbing phrases
or words, and sometimes repreat the last words of their
prey. They hunt by draining the life from sleeping victims at a rate of 1HP per round. Characters subjected
to this effect make make a DC 7 Notice check each
round to wake up.
PLANTS
Medicine Olive: The national tree, and the symbol on
the Flag of Whitecliff, the Medicine Olive is an extraordinary fruit that contains healing properties. Characters who eat one of the purple-black fruits are healed
as though a 1XP or 3XP healing spell has been cast on
them (depending on the quality of the olive ingested).
These trees are prized, and take delicate management
to produce fruit. Cuttings from such trees are often
sold for thousands of gold pieces. Similar effects have
been recorded from other stonefruits like peaches,
plums, cherries, and avocados grown in loacite-rich
soils (though only of the 1XP variety).
Handhold Vine: This climbing vine grows in cracks
and fissures among the Mountains of Mudil. It seemks
out sources of heat, moving toward them by regulating
water pressure within its tissue. This has often been exploited by mountaineers, who keep hot stones strapped
to their gloves in order to coax the vines towards their
hands. Thick and sturdy, the vines can easily support
the weight of a dwarf, or even a full grown male orc.

Frightweed: This beautiful orange flower is native to
the moutnains of the sun. Once dried, the orange floral
cones can be ground into a powder that produces the
effects of a DC 13 Enchantment spell to cause fear. The
strength depends on the quality of the flowers used.
Muskflower: This skuky smelling herb produces a
psychoactive resin from its budding flower parts. It has
long been cultivated by southern farmers for recreational or medicinal use, as it makes a user feel comfortable and lethargic.
Opium Poppy: These brightly colored blobs of color
grow in the hot, dry climate of the southwest. Their
milky sap is dried into a resin and used as an anaesthetic, a sleep aid, and recreational drug.
Bindberry: A delicious yellow berry native to cloverholt and the eastern slopes of the Mountains of
the Sun. Upon consumption, the eater is subject to a
painful paralytic effect. The Resolve DC to resist this
effect is 13, and the paralysis lasts for roughly an hour.
The berries must be ingested for the paralytic effect to
work, and the poison takes about five minutes to fully
paralyze the victim.
Lightleaf Sage: Native to the harsh scrublands of Sagemoor, this species of sage gives off faint light. One
leaf is equivalent to a candle, a handful throw off light
similar to a torch, and a basket will kick off the light
of a campfire. The light lasts for a few weeks after the
leaves are picked. Though the plant is weakly toxic,
small amounts are sometimes used to give a glow to
fine foods, with no ill health effects.
Lantern Willow: For most of the year, this plant resembles a regular weeping willow. In spring, however,
large blue flowers appear on the end of each branch.
These flowers give way to a beautiful crystalline fruit
the size of a loaf of bread. Each fruit is made of crystalized silica, and is filled with a luminescent blue liquid.
This willow juice is believed by many mages to focus
a caster’s willpower, enabling them to cast more ac-

curately. A caster who drinks a dose of willow juice
may reroll all critical failures on spell rolls for the next
week. Each fruit contains three doses of juice.
Fire Wisteria: This viny bush produces a flammable sap
that, when ignited, burns with a brilliant blue flame. It
grows rpedominantly in the forests and swamps to the
east of Torata.
Bloodwood: Bloodwood isn’t actually a single species.
Rather, bloodwood is a term that refers to trees that
have grown on the sites of great battles, when the loacite rich blood of many soaked the earth. These trees
take on a rusty color, and their wood is rich in loacite.
They are often used for magical items or religious iconography.
Carnivorous Tumbleweed: These seemingly innocuous balls of brush roll around the southwestern scrublands of Sagemoor and Summerland. Thay often follow
wounded or sick creatures, waiting until the heat of the
desert takes its toll to move in and finish the job.
Hungry Grass: Patches of this pale blue-green grass
grow all voer the plains of Cloverholt and the northern
forests of Whitecliff. When a character walks over the
grass they experience an energy drain at a rate of 1EP
per round The drain is subtle enough that character
must pass a DC 7 Notice check to realize what’s happening.

Guns
As of the Great War, gunpowder has become the
standard for modern Toratan warfare. Some general
information is given below. While many smiths forge
firearms, the Birnleavy Ironworks is known far and
wide as the most reputable company from which to
purchase guns. Most modern guns are pinfire, though
some older muzzle-loading guns are still in use by
poorer nations. Guns use the Shooting skill, while
artillery uses the Artillery skill and Grenades use the
Throwing skill.
General Benefits of firearms:
Armor Penetration - damage from black powder
weapons ignores damage reduction from armor, since
the power of a bullet is enough to punch through even
the thickest plate mail.
Spell Cartridges - ground loacite can be mixed with
gunpowder and infused with magic to create spell
cartridges. Different guns can hold different amounts
of energy.
General Detriments of Firearms:
Backfire - on a roll of snakeyes, firearms backfire on
the wielder, dealing 3HP damage, blinding them for 1
round, and deafening them for 5 rounds.
Wet Powder - black powder weapons do not work in
the rain, or after they’ve been doused with water.
Explosions - having firearms can mean carrying
around sizeable quantities of black powder. Powder
exposed to flame, electricity, or sudden force (as from
a fall or collision) explodes, dealing 2d6 damage to
everyone in a 5-foot radius.
Reloading - pinfire guns (most modern firearms) take
a half round to reload. This can be reduced to a quick
action by taking the “Rapid Reload” talent. Muzzleloading firearms take a full round to reload each barrel.
This can be reduced to a half round by “Rapid Reload.”

General Types of Firearms:
Pistol: This small, close-range weapon comes in one or
two-barreled varieties, and is a favorite of the common
folk. Cheap, easy to hide, and able to punch through
armor, pistols are by far the most common gun in
torata. A pistol has a range of 30 feet, and can be concealed on a character’s body with a succesful Stealth
check, provided they are wearing enough clothes to do
so. Pistols require 1 hand to operate, and pistol charges
can be infused with enough loacite for a 3 EP spell.
Firing both barrels of a double-barrel at once causes a
character to roll twice and take the worse roll, but add
3 to their damage if they hit.
Scattergun: A smoothbore weapon, often with a flared
tip, this gun can fire anything from bullets to beans.
Popular among pirates, night watchmen, and anyone
else who doesn’t feel like worrying about their aim,
scatterguns are more popular in cites and on ships and
come in one or two barreled varieties. They have a 30
foot range and can be filled with enough loacite for a
9EP spell. Slugs fired from a scattergun do an extra 3
damage to their target, while shot (or something similar crammed down the barrel) “attacks” everyone in a
23 foot, 90 degree cone as normal. One attack roll is
made, and each defender rolls their defense rolls separately. A scattergun is a two-handed weapon. Discharging both barrels of a double-barreled scattergun causes
a character to roll twice and take the worse result, but
add 5 points of damage on a successful hit.
Musket: A long range smoothbore gun, muskets are
popular among poor hunters and infantry. They are
two handed. Muskets have a range of 100 feet, and can
be infused with enough loacite for a 9EP spell. Muskets
usually only come with a single barrel.
Rifle: a relatively new invention. By making the inside
of the barrel a twisted hexagon, rather than a smooth
cylinder, expanding gasses from the explosive charge
give the projectile a spin, keeping it accurate to greater

distances. A rifle functions much the same as a musket,
except that it’s accurate to 500 feet (and is a good deal
more costly). These are favored by assasins and wealthy
hunters.
Cannon: Generally used on battlements and large
ships, cannons are capable of inflicting massive
amounts of damage in a very short amount of time.
A cannon can be operated by one person (2 round
reload), but a two-person team is much quicker and
more effective (full round action reload). Cannons
have a range of 1000 feet, can fire anything stuffed
down the barrel, and can hold enough loacite for a
21EP spell. In addition, should a cannonball strike
a living target, they take an extra 5 damage and automatically lose a limb. Grape shot instead “attacks”
everyone in a 100 foot, 90 degree cone. Cannons must
generally be fired in a straight line. The Artillery skill,
rather than the Shooting Skill is used for cannons, and
is usually modified by Intelligence.
Mortar: A mortar functions similarly to a cannon except that it fires in an arc, and can be used to overcome
walls and battlements. In addition the explosive shell
from a mortar “attacks” everyone in a ten foot radius
using the Artillery skill and the Intelligence modifier
of the wielder. A target hit by a mortar shell does not
take extra damage or automatically lose a limb as they
would with a cannonball.
Grenade: Originally developed by a Summeri achemist for use in mining, this stick of bamboo packed with
gunpowder comes in two varieties. The first is the original design, excellent for destroying structures. When
wedged into a tight space and lit, this explosive causes
2d6+5 damage to a structure or object. The second
kind was developed by a mercenary from the Hand of
Mudil. It contains small shards of metal and is meant
to be thrown in combat. A well-made stick grenade
will function just as a mortar shell, though the Throwing skill is used in place of artillery, usually modified
by Dexterity (for an accurate throw) or Strength (for a
far throw).

Myths
In addition to the magical beasts and various religions
of Torata, there are a number of regional or cultural
myths that have made the rounds:
Skinchangers: Each culture has its own twist on the
skinchanger. Essentially the creatures are beasts that
can take the form of sentient creatures, but generally
intend some sort of malice, whether it’s eating people,
causing disasters (bridge collapses and rockslides are
two common tales), or ruining relationships (skinchangers are often cited in cases of infidelity). Though
generally thought to be superstitious nonsense by most
academics, many peasants and commoners believe
strongly in the existence of these horrors.
Ghosts: As with skinchangers, every culture has their
own myths about life after death. While spirits are
residual magic temporarily animating normally inanimate objects, a ghost is generally seen as an echo of a
formerly living person. Indeed, ghost stories disproportionately center around powerful mages, and many
scholars theorize that the tremendous web of energy
that centered around these casters in their lifetimes
may leave a residual pattern behind after their deaths.
Lifedrinkers: Terrifying beasts that drink the blood of
unsuspecting sleepers, this myth was almost certainly
inspired by the bloodvulture of the southern coast.
Living Forests: Many regions have stories of cursed or
enchanted forests where the trees come to life, attacking or confounding travelers. While some of these
stories undoubtedly have their roots in loacite-rich
regions that harbor spirit activity, many more are likely
due to overactive imaginations.
The Bolg: A curious myth that has predominated
among the dwarven cultures of the far north, The
Bolg is a mysterious monster who takes the form of a
massive dwarf. Seven feet in height, he lives in the hills
or forests, coming down into villages at night during
the long dark winter season to kidnap and eat sleeping children. Dismissed by academics as a folktale to
frighten unruly children, The Bolg remains nothing

but a myth.
Mad Tunir: A popular legend among the Sagemoori
and other desert dwellers of the southwest, Mad Tunir
was once Tunir Brightfellow, a powerful mage and
advisor to the Princess Qadra Greeneyes when the
southwest was a fertile valley, lush with farmland. His
advice is said to have influenced the Princess to push
the overuse of magic in the region, inciting the events
that led to the Drought of Sagemoor. His guilt was
said to have driven him mad, killing the princess and
wandering off into the desert. In some stories he helps
travelers, in others he is more malevolent, and in still
others he is a mereley a harbinger of great events or
messenger for Tanri.
The City of Stars: A shining city is sometimes seen by
sailors who’ve spent months out in the dangerous deep
sea to the east of Torata. Though most see it as a myth,
there are some explorers who occasionally set out in
search of the city, never to return.
Rustgallow: During the Great War, the Dwarven
Empire made 6 ironclad ships, massive hulks clothed
in plates of steel. Three were sunk, one was stripped
for scrap near the end of the war, and one was decomissioned, and now serves as a museum to the war in
Bridgeton. The sixth disappeared somewhere in the
Bay of Eels, and was never seen again. However, sailors
often spin tales of a ship spotted late at night when the
moon is new and the only light comes from the glimmer of the stars. This ship bears an eery resemblance
to the sixth ironclad, a prison ship nicknamed Rustgallow. It is said to prey on the unwary and sink ships
that bear the flag of Whitecliff or Summerland (the two
navies which tangled most frequently with the ironclads during the war).
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Potential Plot Hooks
Large Scale Plots:
Wild Blue Yonder:
You’ve been recruited by the Birnleavy Ironworks company to crew an airship bound to visit every major city
in Torata and peddle a new luxury airship model to the
rich and powerful.
Greater War:
A powerful general is slowly making plans to reignite
dwarven expansionism.
Unquiet on the Western Front:
A Rudikai landing party has been captured in Mudflatts and boasts of a coming invasion...
Summer Express:
You have been tasked with overseeing the construction
of a new railroad that runs from Bridgeton to Frogport.
Good News Everyone!:
You work for the Lakeside Herald and have been hired
to write a story about the repots of genocide and blood
loacite production in the Land of the Chosen.
Medium Scale Plots:
Enemy Mine:
The discovery of a huge natural deposit of loacite, copper, or other valuable material near a national border
has prompted a regional conflict between two neighboring countries.
No New Taxes!:
The governor’s child has been kindnapped by Tanrist
fundamentalists angry at a new church tax. You’ve
been hired by the governor to recover the child unharmed and dispatch with the fundies.
Border Patrol:
Refugees fleeing a deadly outbreak of eyeblight make
a mass exodus from Sagemoor into Summerland. Stop
them or help them!

Sweet Deal:
You have been tasked with setting up a new sugarcane
colony in the southern isles of Summerland.
Unionize!:
Talk of unions is floating around Blackbeach, and the
Nozevi are none too happy. Quell the labor rebellion or
fan the flames of unionization.
Crack the Whip:
You work for the dominant political party in Bridgeton, and must keep the competition in line.
Close Shave:
A serial killer has been killing dwarven veterans of the
Great War and cutting their beards off. It’s up to the
city watch of Bridgeton to catch the killer before they
strike again!
Nature’s a Mother:
You must escape the cliff city of Frogport as a massive
earthquake shakes the streets into the waters below!
Small Scale Plots:
Reckless Mage:
Rumors have surfaced of a mage who’s trying to bring
the dead back to life.
Cuttings of Greatness:
A new variety of more potent medicine olive has been
rumored to exist in the eastern wilderness. You must
retrieve cuttings and transport them safely back to
Whitecliff.
Cartography:
A university professor has mustered a group of wouldbe adventurers to help him map and explore the ruins
of a previously undiscovered pathcutter ruin in the
painted hills.
Chimbley Sweep:
You and your team have been hired to clean out a
blockage from one of the massive ventilation shafts

that provide Doarvh with fresh air.
A Ship that Sails in the Night:
Smuggle or catch a cargo of opium from the Land of
the Chosen to anti-drug Stoneroot.
Monster Hunters:
A great beast is plaguing a small town, and the villagers look to you to slay it!
These Old Bones:
Guard a wagon containing the bones of a controversial
Dwarven military officer as they are returned from
Highcannon to Doarvh.
Common Cents:
A counterfeitter has been hoodwinking businesses in
Bridgeton. It’s up to the detectives of the city watch to
catch the criminal and shut down the operation.
Priority Mail:
While on your way to Clayton you discover the body
of a courier attacked by bandits. Though his gold is
gone, he bears a letter warning the local Prefect of a
plot to kill him and have him replaced.
Doin’ Time:
Break out (or break someone else out) of Lakeside
Prison before you’re/they’re executed for a crime you/
they didn’t commit.
The Taxman Cometh:
Collect due taxes from a senile mage’s tower in the
artisan’s quarter of Highcannon.
Handle With Care:
Protect a valuable glass statue as it is transported from
a private collector in Lakeside to a museum in Whitecliff.
Long Pig:
You’re stranded at sea with no wind. As rations dwindle, one of the crew turns to cannibalism (extra twist:
it’s one of the players!).

Best Served Cold:
A bandit clan raided and burned your village. Arm
yourself and take revenge!
Out of the Frying Pan:
Lakeside has been plagued by an unusual number of
housefires. It’s up to the city watch to catch the arsonist
before they burn down the whole city!
Day of the Dead:
A terrifying form of rabies has begun to spread across
the southwest. Victims become violent and extremely
thirsty, mauling anyone around them and spreading
the disease. Flee for your lives!
While You Were Away:
You sublet your apartment while away on an adventure
only to find the rent unpaid when you return
Pay the Piper:
A corrupt milita has been harassing your small frontier
town in eastern Whitecliff. Do you go to the governor
for help or take up arms and defend your home?

